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Bridgewater State College

After months 0/ negotiations

Faculty Ratifies 3 Year Contract
by Jean ~t. Andre
The faculty of the Massachusetts
State College System, under the
auspices of the Massachusetts State
College Association (MSCA), voted
on Friday, November 3, to ratify a
three year contract with the Board
of Trustees. The total vote of the
entin~ State CoAiege System was 945
in favor of the ratification and 284
opposed.
Under the leadership of Dr.
Charles Angell, President of the
MSCA, 191 faculty members out of
242 at BSC voted for the contract,
representing the highest percentage
of teachers from one institution
voting in the State College System.
The union (MSCA) "will be a
strong force in representing faculty
interests, and we will continue in the
same spirit of collegiality so
characteristic of the BSC
community", stated Angell.
The contract, which has beep
effective since July 1, 1977 and
expires on June 30, 1980, includes

several important provisions.
Among these is a pay raise of
approximately one thousand dollars
per year on to the base rate of
faculty salaries. The pay raise is
expected to be in effect in
December, amounting to two
thousand dollars because this is the
second year that the contract has
been in effect.
The monies for these pay raises

will be allocated by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. The
contract was negotiated with the
Board of Trustees, the recognized
bargaining agent for the Governor.
While the Governor still has to
approve and sign the contract, "that
shouldn't be a probJem"
according to Angell.
Also included in the contract that
had been in negotiations since early
March, is a "no strike/no walk-out
clause" _ It is illegal for state
employees to strike.
Another stipulation in the

Registration Begins
Next Thursday
by StieAscl
One upcoming event at
Bridgewater State College that all
students will be involved in is
registration.
Registration is held in the S.U.
Ballroom. The dates for spring
registration are as follows:
Thursday, Nov. 16 from 9-11 am for
the class of, '79 and graduate
students; and Friday, November
17th from 9:11 am for the class of
1980. Students in the classes of 1981
and 1982 have been assigned a
registration group by way of a
lottery system. Lists will be posted
around campus before registration.
Every student is responsible' for
finding out his group number.
Registration for the class of 1981 is
Monday, November 20, and the
I

date is Tuesday, N0\1embef21stfor
the dassof 1982. The two classes
will meet on those separate days
according to these assignments: 910:30' G roup I; 10:30 -12:00 GroupII;
1·2:30 Group Ill; and 2:30: 4 Group

IV.
The date for late registration is
Monday, November 27th from 1~3
p.m. if a student has a permanent or
temporary handicap which prevents
him from participating in the regular
registration, '.' he should contact
Nurse Deep at the Student Health
Service by November 13th for
information. Otherwise; students
may register only with their assigned
group or with a later group.
To participate in registration, a
student must first meet with his
(cont. page 4)

contract agreement is that
department chairpersons must be
elected by the faculty members in
each department. Elections must be
held within sixty days of the
ratification of the contract, by
January 2, 1979. According to
Angell, the faculty is waiting for
Dean Anderson to call the
departments together for the
elections. Existing chairpersons
could be ousted with these
elections.
Divisional Directors, which are
unique to BSC, are not allowed to
serve on promotion committees in
accordance with the new contract.
It was also stipulated that members
of the faculty and administration can
only hold one position . either
teacher or administrator.
Students, also, were granted
power in the bargaining process
with the MSCA by the establishment of All College Committees.
"With the All College Committee,
the power of the students is greatly
increased. if they care to exercise
it", stated. Dr. Michael Kryzanek,
Assistant Professor of Political
Science. Students interested in
being a member of. the All College
Committee should contact Al Silva,
President of the Student Govern·
ment Assocjation.
Angelt . feels that the' faculty is
satisfied with the contract, and that
there is "support' out there",
Negotiations begin in January of
1980 for the next contract.
"

teacher's contract.

Governor-elect King
views higher education
The benefits to· a progressive,
productive sodety in both
economic and non-economic terms
justify support to our public higher
education system. Furthermore, we
believe that Massachusetts' ranking
of 48th regarding per capita student
appropriation is cause for concern;
we want to offer men and womer.'
both young and old. a competitive
chance to obtain a first rate higher
education.
There are three levels of public
higher education in Massachusetts:
state universities, .state colleges,
and community colleges, and once
again, we feel that organization and
management hold .the key for
ne cess a ry i m pro ve me nt s.
However, before undertaking
massive reform or corrective
measures,. we also feel it is
important to gain a . thorough
understanding of the problems in
Massachusetts higher education.
For .instance, how supportive. are·
present and proposed organizations
to the goals of higher education?
Are they responsive to the needs of
those seeking higher education, are
they accessible and affordable,. and ~

do they prepare studerits who wish plans can be fulfilled.
to' enter the job market? Do -,-create .an Educational Building
Massachusetts students compete Authority with existing personnel to
on an equal basis for graduate supervise and report on educational
school placements? Are the building needs and repairs.
priorities between institutions -make a survey of the needs of
higher' education so that those
appropriate?
, Along these lines, we feel' that institutions not fully functioning or
those closest to the situation '.. no longer needed can be closed or
'
faculty, administration and students consolidated.
-- should be directly involved in any - centralize .admissions for the
reorganization process and that Massachusetts system.
academic freedoms must be - create. a better system for
preserved. Ultimately, we believe cooperation between the public and
that the resources are available for private universities.
With cooperation and support
unprovlng the higher educational
from
the governor's olfice and the
system. Some guidel1nes proposed
state, we might better re-evaluate
might be as follows:
priorities in order. to alleviate the
-"- maintain present quality of competition and 'duplication of
education and operation.
efforts that plagues our system
- mqintain. tuition at present levels today: Overall·- cost erfectiveness
.- re··evaluate physical. expansion can be achieved without a reduction
and new building; moratorium on in services or in the quality of public
'land acquisitions.
higher education .. We will stand
-:-allow expansion in those areas behind c1ur belief that the people of
that create jobs, bring' industry. to M assachusettsd eis erve a
the state, and increase the influx of competitive alternative and a
professionals to the state.
chance' to receive excellence in
- clarify the functions of the Board higher education . for which they
of Higher Education at a caretaker have. proven themselves willing to
coordinatin~ board until long range
work.

Fast For .World Harvest - Nov. 16

Thomas· Walsh, Registrar, discu;'es regUitration po~sibilities.{PHOTO BY JOE
WALKER)

by Allison Linehan
Thursday, November 16th, has
beenprodairnedWorld Fast for
Hunger Day this year. People all
across. the nation will be fasting to
help world hunger intwo ways. First
when w.e fast, we begin to realize
how our brothers and sisters in
underdeveloped countries feel most
of the time; and secondly, the
money which we· save from not
eating is given to Oxfam America,
an organization started to help the

.hunger problem.
Here at 8.S.C., the Christian
Fellowship,the Catholic Center,
and the Carpenter's Shop are
sponsoring the day of fast. Everyone
is asked to consider participating in
their· own little way. If you are a
dorm student and you give up lunch,
you will be contributing 45¢. If you
give up supper, 70¢ will be given to
Oxfarm. However, if you give up"
both, a total of $1.15 will be given to
help the hungry people from this

one effort on your part. Commuter
students may give any contributions
they might have at a table inthe caf.
from 11·1 on the day ofthetast.Two
meals out of the 1,095 you partake
ofyeariy iSD't much atall when you
think of the good it will be doing for
others.
On' the day of the fast(November'
16th), soup and breadwill be served'
from 11:30 to 1:30 at the' CatholiC
Ce.nter. At 12:05, there will be a
. (cont.page 6)
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Fast tor a World Harvest:

Help America First
According to press releases received in the Comment Office,
November 16 1978 has been designated as "Fast for a World Harvest"
by a charitable organization known as Oxfam-Arnerica. ?n this day
Oxfam-America would like students to forgo lunch and dinner. If the
students do skip these meals Custom Food Service will donate forty-five
cents for lunch and seventy cents for a dinner missed.
The question I ask is why should we fast? In press release Oxfaf!lAmel"ica tells us they have had a hand in the development of self-help
projects in Africa, Asia, and Latin America. Why don't they participate in
any projects here in the United States? There are hungry people in cities
and mountain areas in this country that receive little or no help aside
from what assistance over-worked and underpaid social workers can
give them. These people could benefit from ~harities su~h as OxfamAmerica if such r:harities would only render Internal asslsta!1ce .
Oxfam·America is quite proud of the water supply system they helped to
build in Ethiopia. Unfortunately with Ethiopia and with many other
developing countries there is a record of biting the hand that feeds them.
Ethiopia has recently turned from a 'pro-Western political view to one of
pro-communism. I do not feel it is worth spending money (be it in food or
arms) on a country that is unstable and may turn against us at any
moment.
I am sure Oxfam·America is led by people with good intentions, but I
resent anyone trying to make me feel guilty for the fact that I was
fortunate enough to be born into an area with a high standard of living
and have never gone hungry for more than several hours. I will not lend
support to an organization that uses tactics designed to play on emotion
rather than reason.
Oxfam-America should try to bring a closer look at the hunger and
poverty in their own backyards rather than the countries miles away.
Then and only then would I consider giving them either financial or
volunteer support.

RAe

A Worthy Cause
The Fast for World Harvest is a worthy cause. Unlike the views
expressed by RAC in the above editOrial, Oxfam-America is indeed
worthy of student support.
Granted, many people in America need the same type of assistance that
will be provided to other countries through this Fast, but how can we
deny aid to other fellow human beings who are starving just because
peeple in our own society are starving, too, and are riot receiving direct
support from this organization? Two wrongs do not make a right, Mr.
Cote.
And to mention that Ethiopia has turned to pro-communism political
thought and "may turn against us at any moment" as a reason for not
partaking in the Fast, is immoral and totally off the track of the purpose of
this Fast.
SUfe, the poor and the starving in America must als~be: helped, but to
deny' help to all the starving people in the world is not' fair. And who is
trying to make anyone feel guilty? The purpose of the current literature
concerning the Fast is to make people aware of the problem and to
appeal to their human sense of justice and compassion -- which are by no
means feelings that deserve to be ridiculed. And no one is condemnintg
you for having been born into a society that has provided for you all the
necessary things in life. . . but shouldn't you, shouldn't we all, be
concerned about the plight of the less fortunate? Your attitude is one of
selectiveness and selfishness.
As caring students, we should recognize the need for these types of.
programs and offer our support and encouragement. Eventually,
perhaps, all countries needing the help of organizations such as OxfamAmerica will be fortunate enough to receive this help. Sign up now to
contribute your share in the fight against hunger on November 16.

JSA

ILetters to the Editor\
Alpha Careless
with fishing hook?
Dear EditOJ;,
Last Monday I had the rare
.( opportunity to view the most
incredible act of blantent stupidity I
,have seen in years. One of the
\ ALPHA UPSILON «(Pledges" was
casting a fishing line into the
fountain behind the Student Union.
As .if the act wasn't dumb enough
that fool was using a real hook. I
don't know if he has ever seen
J anyone lose their eye to a fishing
,hook. But I have, and it's not a very
pretty sight. Students are
constantly passing' through that
courtyard and I feel we are very
lucky that no one was injured by the
immature actions of that young
man. Perhaps your next Frat. test
should be an' exercise iri common
, sense.
Joe Walker

Lock- Your
Doors
, To the Editor;
InPope Hall, we have been asked
quite recently to lock our doors at
night. I am not sure if this practice
has been requested in the other
dorms or not. If not, it should be.
This is for several reasons.

I.) A girl disappeared in Raynham
. a couple of months ago. She has not
been found. She disappeared
around suppertime.
2.) Another girl was murdered in
East Bridgewater', Yes, she may
have been hitchiking from
Cambridge and could 'have been
murdered on the way. but she was
found in East Bridgewater.
3.) The railroad tracks running
through the college are a favorite
escape· route for the ,inmates at
M.C.1. and other such institutions.
A few words to the wise: Lock
your doors at night. If these people
can gain entry to the dorms they
won't be able to get into your rooms
to attack you and/or steal your
valuables.
Don't hold the door for that extra
second to let a stranger into the
dorm.
t,Jse only the main entrance to the
dorm. Don't use the firedoors. They
may not get closed tightly enough
and someone may be able to get in.
It you see someone you don't
recognize (by now you probably
know who's dating who on the floor)
wandering around your floor, report
it to the housemother, Vandalism is
also high,and this is one way to curb
it, as well as burglary.
If you are returning to the Hill or
the.. Apartments after studying all
evening in the Library, or reiaxingin
the, Rat, return with a friend. There
is safety in numbers.
I am concerned about these

:r

cAUSE

REAllY UKI:

WHEN
'fOO"-RE

yoU" NEW CAR
SAPPHIRE'"

HOT
yOU'P-oE
HOT f

who? Does anyone understand
Scronson? Will anyone understand
this? What is the Stuff... ? Does your
smile seem to wear you down? Will
any political candidate ever show fOr
a speaking engagemen~ at B.S.C.?
Letter to the Editor
Questions I have. Why can't I Why do the Campus Police have
park here? Why is it 80 degrees in guns? Do they know how to handle
some halls and 40 degrees in some them? Did you ever walk out of your
rooms? $2.75 for dinner? You want last class with a great feeling of relief,
it typed? Wili I ever stop pushing on get half way back to your car/room
doors marked pull? Who's plants and realize you left your books
were those growing outside of the behind? Do these things bother
Great Hill kItchen? Who's 1/2 ounce anyone else?
Mike Suzuki .
was that on that counter in boyden?
Is it true that so far this year they
have used .27: miles of string in an
Thanksto~·
effort to keep students off the grass?
Does President Rondileau actually
exist? Who are the bears? Does
anyone really care? Did anyone
happen to 'notice that the
maintenance people are real people
To all those who helped with the
with feelings and everything? Are S.C.E.C .. Halloween party for the
.the "Professors actually any better residents of Wrentham State
than you or I? Is it true that 4 tons of Hospital. We greatly appreciated
detergent have been dumped into the help as well as the donations of
the fountain 50 far this year? Will food. We would like to especially
some people ever grow up? Does thank Father McNamara and Tony
anyone ever read anything in the Souza for the use of the Catholic
comment other than the personals? Center. We would also like to thank
Was .it worth reading? Does the Rico's for their donation. Thanks to
S.GoA. have any real power? Why is all faculty members and students
Al going bald? Will Gary get his who helped make it a success.
banjo before he goes insane? Jim S.C.E.e.

Questions
Questions

events and problems, as maybe
everyone should be. I don't mean to
scare anyone but it is better to be
safe than so~.
Sincerely,
Karen D. DeWolf
'Pope Hali

Student
Questions
Editorial
To the Editor:
This letter is in response to your
editorial in the November 2nd issue
of The Comment. You seemed to
feel that most professors have not
expressed the respect towards the
students at BSC that vou seem to
think they deserve. Let me say that
being a student at BSC myself, I feel
I do deserve the respect of teachers
and students alike, and that
professors should enjoy the same
respect. But you limited yourself to
professorial respect of students.
How can you say, with a clear
conscience, that students at SSC
are deserving of this respect, from
"anyone, after what has happened
here recently regarding vandalism?
In the same paper, only one page
apart, you express confusion over
why we don't get respect from
teachers, and you print two articles
concerning a growing vandalism
situation on campus. Students who
throw rocks, burn automobiles, mar
artwork, and throw mashed
potatoes aren't worthy of the
respect of doctors, professors, and
other learned individuals .
Professors don't put detergent in
fountains. I charge that you should
evaluate your editorial and news
con te n t fo rem b arrass in g
contradictions in the future.
Stephen Patt
Class of '79

S.C.E.C.

The Comment
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Editor-in-Chief .......... 000 0........ , ....•.. Jean M. St. Andre
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Mr. Patt,
Thank you for your response to
my editorial, however I do not feel
that an article on vandalism (which
I also wrote), and my editorial were
contradictory. I purposefully stated
in the first paragraph of the editorial
that it did not apply to all students
or Gil professors.
I totally agree that vandalism
from college students is totally
asinine and immature, but .not all
students are as irresponsible as
these. I happen to take my
education seriously and I respect
my professors and expect the same
in return.
T rue, not all students deserve
respect, but some students do, and
to put all BSC students in the class
o! not deserving respect is being
unfair to those who do deserve to be
respected by professors.
The Editor

'Writing Staff: Susan Asci, Rick Baker, Gil Bliss, Bob Buckley, James
Calnan, Mary Carroll, Pat Duddy, Brian Gregg, Howard Hay, Joanne.
Herr, Douglas Mildram, Audrey Oliveira, Michele Roy, Doug Schorr.
Photo Staff: Michael Gardner, David Higgins, Cindy Hummel, Sherry
Smith, JOe .Walker.
'
I

Production Staff: Martha Anderson, Sheila Brennan, Susan Brennan,
'Diane Calderone, Colleen Desmond, Karel) DeWolf, Jack Duncan,
Michael Gardner, Susan Kumin. Joe McDonald. Kim Cleghorn.

THE COMMENT is a student suppprtedand operated weekly newspaper
serving the academic community of Bridgewater State College.,Editorial policy is
determined by the Editor·in~Chief in consultation with the Editorial Board. Republication of all material printed her:ein is forbidden without the expressed
written permission of the Editor-in-Chief. Letters to the Editor are encouraged
but are' limited to 250 words or less. Letters, classified advertisements and all other written material is subject to condensation. Advertising rates
are available upon request. All correspondence should be addressed to THE
COMMENT, Bridgewater State College. Bridgewater MA; ext.' 260 or 3,04.
~,
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I A nn ou nc em en ts I Fo od Se rv ic e C on tr ac t
Ex pi re s this ye ar
in
GREAS E AT BRYAN T COllE GE
The Studen t Programming Board of Bryant College will be presenti
ng
the Broadw ay Show "Grease " on Saturda y, Novem ber 18th. Ticket
prices will be $5.00 advance and $5.50 at the door for student s with
ID's and $6.00 in advance and $6.50 at the door for general admissi
on.
For further information, please call the college at 231-1200, ext. 367.
THE ULTIMA TE DISCO

Handi Kids, a non· profit organization, chartere d by the State
of
Massac husetts to provide recreational therapy to physically and
mentally handica pped children, announ ces that on Sunday night,
Novem ber 19th, at the Chateau · De Ville in Framingham, they
will
present "The Ultimate Disco Dance of the Century". There will
be
hundred s of door prizes given away all during the night, with a grand
door prize of a trip for two to the Island of Martinique, for one week. You
do not have to be a dancer to win. All monies received from this dance
win go toward the constru ction of Phase II of the Handi Kids Therape utic
Recreat ional Comple x. Tickets are $6.00 in advance and $7.00 at
the
door. Tickets are available at all Ticketr on outlets, and Handi Kids· 9630472 or 697·7557.

BOOK SALE
The Maxwell Library is sponsor ing a book sale at the ground floor
checkpo int. It began on Monday, Novemb er 6 and will last until all items
have lJeen sold. Available will be a wide range of general books and
magazines, including many National Geographies. Most books will
be
sold at .25¢ each or five for $1. Magazines will be .10¢ each or 15 for
$1.
Except National Geogra phies which will sell for .50¢ each. The sale
will
be in progres s, except on weeken ds, at all times when the checkpo
int
station is open.

OASIS
OASIS meeting every Tuesday at 11 a.m. in SU 1. All are welcome!

FREE FILM
"The Eldridge Cleaver Story" will be shown in the Library Lecture hall,
fuesday Novem ber 7 at 7:30 p.m. A revolutionary Black Panther , now
as
a Christia n this man has made an impact on America. Free admissi
on.
Sponso red by The Carpen ter's Shop.
.......................................

.............. N ........... _ .........
..........................

............................... _ ..
...................................

BEA TRICE BOUC HARD LECTU RE

.....................................

. . . . . ..

On Wednes day. Novem ber 15,1978 at 3:30 p.m., Jamake Highwa ter,
an
outstan ding Native Americ an with degrees in cultural Anthropology,
compar ative Iiteraturel and music will deliver the Third Annual Beatrice
Boucha rd Lecture in Clemen t C. Maxwell Library Lecture Hall. The
lecture will be followed by a coffee hour and autographing session at 4:
15
p.m.

PUO STO :

MATH CLUB SPONS ORS MATH DAY

This year the Math Club is sponsor ing Math Day on Tuesday , Novem
ber
14. The purpose of Math Day is to introdu ce our campus and more
specifically our Math Departm ent, to local high school student s. Planned
activities include lectures , a competitive math bowl, and a demons tration
of our 'comput er iaeilitieSl'
...... -..... -............. .... -. -- ................ ---- ... -.......... -........ -......................... ':' ................ --- .......................... ..........................
..................... -,..
~

,

CAREE RS NIGHT

Careers NiQht will be held on Nov. 15 in the Green Room of the Studen
t
Union at 7:00 p.m. Professionals speaking of their experie nces in Deaf
Education, Speech Pathology and other related areas. This eventis open
to all student s who are interest ed. This is being sponsor ed by
the
Commu nication s Disorde rs Dept.
.

··..···'}iITENiioj,isENioRS·················..,·····,····... "...,............................

Senior portrait s Will be taken beginning Nov. 6th. Appointment sign·up·
will' begin Monday,· Octobe r 30th in the Student Union Information
Booth. This year's photogr apher will again be Dodge·Murphy. Anyone
with qu~stions pl~~e contact Paula Macomb.,er at ext. 356, 357.

The Suffo lk Unive rsity repre senta tive will be on
camp us Frida y, Nove mber 17th, from 10:00.. 3:00, ,
to talk with any stude nt intere sted in seeki ng a .
MASTERS of BUSINESS ADM INIST RATI ON
(MB A) or a MAS TER S OF PUB LIC
ADM INIS TRA TION (MPA)~ FOR AN
APPO INTM ENT CON TACT DEAN JONE S IN
STUD ENT SERVICE AT BOYDEN HALL.

·
.
.
C
~S C~
. ' .'
,..",

-:r VE

A

-

BV JOE WALKER)

they

H um a n Se rv ic e Ag en cy
Puosto

Inc.

is an agency

batt~red woma~, co~relating wh~t

publishing information~omFl~er

~e~~ro~t;Of:~~:~~~~:J ···f~I~~~~;,~~~~rrffrt~~t:'·;:rib~~=~I:::~·iS an··

State Col1eg e studen ts and
concern ed citizens, as a drug
hotline, it has since expand ed to a
fully staffed human service agency
covering a broad range of medical,
psychological; and practica l crisis
situations, In addition to the hotline,
.Pusoto now offers:
-"short term counsel ing in family
proble ms, health, sexual ity,
alternative lifestyles, alcohol and
drug·rel ated life crisises , and siiues
relating to self-esteem, depress ion.
and the express ion of an anger or
frustration.
-·wome n's counseling and support
sessions , both individual and group,
offered by our women 's counsel or
and trained facilitators. The topic
will include family tension s
(mother /daught er
relation ships),'
seperat ion/divorce, single parentin g
effectiven~s, . drug/alc ohol iSsues
relating
specifiealfy. to women ,
sexuality, the experie nce of being
psychologically , emotio nally,o r
physically battered , and other
suggest ed issues relating directly· to
the female experie nce of the world.

--paraprofessional counsel ing of the
child· with special rieedsa nd/or
. ..
.
. .
disabili ties·· assessm ent brief
~zj~~~2£a~9~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:s::~~ therapy
and feferral.
.'
iV L NIi' h ~
··as of Nov. 1, a 24-hour persona l
G6ffc N ()5£b "10 ~~IT/~60 ~.
f,
.
()
coverag e on the hotline. To
f<. . . . .
. !JuT ""'~/"'"N'., "NLIN G" r=Q~
substan tiate this crisis hotline, we
£61.:Vc~~:iES '/s 'IJII 1?.IPlc(I/OU$ !(/
have an updated referral file
encomp assing almost 800 agencie s,
with an emphas is on women 's issues
and feminist service provide rs. We
provide a trained staff who maintain
contact and follow·up with various
legal, medical, and psychological
RE6tSTf<AT/ON
services in and around the Boston
U.e..4'N~ T}fuR~~Y,
area.
SC.A'EDVIC$ "..,,Ail,..
-·as of Nov. 1, an informa tion
-ruES!¥) Y
seminar on alcohol and substan ce
~--="-. ~..-,..... abuse. This seminar focuses on
prevention and habilitation. It is a
free service availab le as a
community educati on program .
Hotline training session s are
schedul ed three times a year(Fall,
. Spring and Summe r semeste rs) .
.. special project· The fqrmati on of a
Southe astern Mass. Women 's
Coalition .and a focusing on the
.

l

by Joanne Herr
bar, a sandwich bar, and two ho~
The Food Service has an active
The contrac t with Custom Food entrees. Hambur gs and hotdogs are
Service expires this year. Mr. Ed also available every day. A large (';ommittee that monitors the
Gorman , Directo r of Food Service s, variety seems to be very popular happenings of the service and has
proced ures in dealing with
says that they expect to stay and among students . No matter
what complaints. "Sure, there are some
that they like working here.
you like to eat, there should be complaints
and criticisms at times,
"In order to remain on campus , something available for
every but you've got to rememb er that
we have ·to earn the right to stay student .
we're feeding 1200 people, "
every day", says Gorman . "We
"The reason that our prices for Gorman added.
must provide the best possible the casual meal rates are
so low is
Custom Food Service has been
quality product and service, at the that a student who particip
ates in
most reasona ble cost to the the meal plan and wishes to have providing meals to the student s for
the past three years. It is there for
student ."
- lunch or dinner with a friend can do
The F off Service provide s 3600 so without paying a lot of money," the advantage of students, and for
those who wish to participate in the
meals per day for the student s on stated Gorman .
"casual meal rate."
campus . It consists of the commu ter
cafeteria, the Great Hill cafeteria,
Tillinghast Hall dining area, the
Formal Dining Room, and the Sub
Shop which is located in the Studen t
Union ..
"It is also very importa nt to have
visible manage ment and a manage r
who is responsive to the concern s uf
the student s," Gorman stated.
Gorman feels that th~re has been
an effective commu nication system
with the student s. If there are any
complaints as to what is being
served or how they are served, he is
willing to hear them. He will do as
much as possible to correct any
problem, and if for any reason it
cannot be correcte d, the student
will be told why.
The Food Service serves three
nutritionally balance d, dietician
approve d, meals each day. The rate
per day is $3.06 for the 19 meal plan.
A fun breakfa st is $1.30, .75¢ for a
Contine ntal Breakfa st, $1. 70 for
lunch, and $2.75 for dinner.
A basic lunch· consist s of a salad Ed Gorman
. Directo r of the Food Services, AYS
want to stay (PHf"ITO

deficienc:ies. Contac t h~. been
made WIth the Mass .. Coahtlon for
Batte~ed Women In order to
estabhs h ourselv es as a grass roo~s
The SEMWC IS

Otl99 dit"
i

··community education programs
ana on·going outreac h into the area·
a diversified programmatic schedule
will be announc ed

What is the evolution of
O'Keefe according to Darwin?
Plrst, there was the idea.
A brew with a hearty. full·bodi ed flavor. A quaff smooth and easy
going down. A tank~rd with a head full of pride. That is the origin
of the species O·Keefe ...
.
:
Having adapted and differentiated itself,O'Keefe prospers and
proliferates throughout the !and.lt·s a perfe~! ~xample of the
..
survival of the fittest. And it 5 also because, Jt s too good to gulp.
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Registration Begins Thursday

CAPS and SACHEM offer variety

(coot. from p. 1,

'.

advisor to receive and fill out two
course approval cards. The advisor
must sign these cards. The
chairman of a student's major
department can provide him with an
advisor if one has not yet been
assigned. Students who have not
declared their major should attend
registration advising sessions with
Dr. Haughey in' the Boyden
Demonstration Room. The dates
are November 14th at 11 am for the
class fo 1981 and November 16th at
11 am for the class of 1982.
New transfer and readmitted
students (Sept. '78) should check
the list outside of the Registrar's
Office to determine their assigned
year.
Upon entering the Ballroom for
registration. the student must
present his college I.O. card and his
copy of the signed course approval
card and he will receive a master
card. A fee of $2.00 at the
Information Booth (S.U.) ischarged
to replace lost I.O's.
The student must then pick up
course cards for the classes he
wants. Each time he receives a
course card, his master card will be
stamped by that department. If a
student wishes to change a course
card, his master card will be
stamP'?d by that department. If a
student wishes to change a course
before leaving, he must peport to
the Registrar's table and its stamp
will be cancelled. To save time, it's
a good idea for the student to have
an alternate choice ready in case a
course or section is closed. .
I1's the studenfs responsiblity to
check all the cards and make sure
there are no conflicts in course
times. If there are, report to the
Registrar's table. When everything
is in order. pres~nt aUcardsto the
personnel at the eKittablesbefore
leaving.
If a part-time student wishes to
change to a full-time status, he must
see the Registrar (Mr. Tom Walsh)
at registration. Full-time students
wishing to change to part·time
status must receive permission from
the Registrar before registration.
Other registration processes
. such as CAPS and SACHEM allows
students to select courses at certain

other schools while still registered at
BSC at no increase in tuition costs.
College Academic Program
Sharing (CAPS) involves the
schools in the Massachusetts State
College System: Boston State
College, Fitchburg State,
Framingham State, North Adams
State, Salem State, Westfield State,
Worcester State, Massachusetts
College of Art, and Massachusetts
Maritime Academy. The program
provides an opportunity for
students to study at another one of
these colleges. Students may take 3
to 30 semester hours of credit
"without going through formal

registration procedures."
.
"The program saves time. It
allows students to study in a
different atmosphere, under
different instructors," said Mr.
Thomas Walsh. Registrar. "There
are no restrictions on the courses."
SACHEM (Southeastern
AssoCiation for Cooperation for
Higher Edit;ation in Massachusetts)
involves the following area schools;
Bristol Community College, Cape
Cod Community College, Dean
Junior College, Massachusetts
Maritime Academy, Massasoit
Community College, Southeastern
Massachusetts University,StonehiIl

College, and Swain School of
Design. "Fun-time students may
cross-register for courses which are
not offered at their own institutions
without going through formal
registration procedures."
"In addition, a cooperative
agreement between Wheaton
College and BSC will enable some
students to cross· register for
courses," Walsh said. This is on a
limited space available basis!'
This program has also been
modified at BSC. If' a student
registers for one course it must not
be offered here. If he registers for
more than one, two courses· for

example, one must not be offered.
here and one can be offered at BSC.
A student involved in either of
these programs must be in good
standing (at least one semester at
sse). Normally, CAPS and
SACHEM exclude freshmen. For
more information, call the
Registrar's Office.
These two programs widen the
possibilities for undergraduate
study.
Degree application cards for
graduation in May must be filed in
the
Registrar's
Offi\:e
by Dec. 1,
1978.
. '.,
.. ,

What's a Clantato?

Feel creative? Well, you can earn
$1,000 for a good imaginative idea
according to Raymond Anrig,
President of the Duffy-Mott
Company. Mr. Anrig will pay that
much (plus second and third prize.
awards of $500 and $250) to the
college student who comes up with
the winning answer to... What is a
Clamato?
Where is it found? Does it grow'?
Who invented it? Can you find it in a

hardware store, a supermarket, an
apothecary shop? Is it sexy?
This unusual research challenge
has been hurled at America's
college population-- to find the most,
intriguing and humorous definition
of a Clamato. whatever it is.
A panel of famous judges I..vill selct
the winners, according to Mr. Anrig,
who said the competition will be
. extended until Dec. 151.J978.

The contest is open to any
current full-time college student in
the United States.
The answer to '"What is a
Clamato?'" can be submitted in the
form of an article, short story, fable,
a painting, cartoon, jungle,
photograph, sculpture, or any other
means a student may employ.
Contestants may enter as many
times as they wish and no proof of
purchase is necessary.

All entries should be sent to:
What is a Clamato Contest, 17th
Floor. 1212 Avenue of the
Americas, New York, NY 10036.
Entries and ideas cannot be
returned and will become the
property of the Duffy·Mott
Company. Decisions of the judges
will be final. Be sure to provide your
name and address as well as the
name of your college or university
with your entry_

When will the
HiU be
finished?
.'"
by Pat Duddy
Mr. Ed Meany, S.U.liasonofficer,
has announced that construction
work at Great Hill ha.;o resumed.
Construction had begun one and a,
half yearsag9' in June, 1977. It
stopped after the ground floor new
lounges were partially. completed.
The sub-contractors reasons for
stopping" construction were .not
known at press time.
Work began again after a series of
letters· were sent to the work
contractor from the college and
Building Authority, said Meany.
(The Autority threatened to go to
the Bonding Company.)
Now, carpeting ;. heating, and
ventilation will be addedtb the floors
in . the lounges. Meany' said that
throughout- th.e areas of
·construction,·· painting and minor
etectrical work will be done.
Construction could be completed in
two wee~5.

MAGIC
ATERRIFYING LOVE STORY

JOSEPH E. LEVINE PRESENTS
MAGIC
ANTHONY HOPKINS ANN-MARGRET
BURGESS MEREDITH ED LAUTER
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER C.O. ERICKSON
MUSIC BY JERRY GOLDSMITH
SCREENPLAY BY WILLIAM GOLDMAN,
BASED UPON HIS NOVEL
.
PRODUCED BY JOSEPH E.lEVINE AND RICHARD P. LEVINE
DIRECTED BY RICHARD· ATTENBOROUGH
PRINTS BY DE LUXE" TECHNICOLOR'

Ed Meany

NOW PLAYING ATA THEATER NEAR YOU
CHECK LOCAL NEWSPAPERS FOR THEATER LISTINGS

(PHOTO BY JOE. WALKER)
•
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Things to do in Boston
by Howard Hay
It's another one of those days,
you know the type - you just don't
feel like going to classes. Rather
than sleeping the day away,
watching television, listening to the
stereo, or hanging around in the
Student Union there's something
more constructive you can do with
that idle time. You could go to class
but most student's don~t feel that is
very constructive, so I suggest
spending the day in Boston.
Okay, so you've been to Boston a
million times, but have you really
taken the, time to· enjoy it? Many

SEMLA:
Take
Care
0/ Your

people (and that probably includes
you) go into Boston for just one
purpose then leave, such as going to
a concert or a movie.
The best way to see and know
Boston is by foot, unless you're a
seasoned veteran, driving and
parking downtown is like going to a
one cent sale in Filene's basement.

Trailways Terminal near Boston
Common. The Common and Public
Gardens are great. places to be
entertained for free.
The public gardens is a more
relaxed park, a place to enjoy the
scenery. The Common on the other
hand has all kinds of interesting and
strange things going on all the time.
You can always find three or four
There's a bus that goes from street musicians playing to small
Bridgewater to Boston every hour groups of onlookers. Bums and
or so. A round trip ticket costs $3.35 drunks are P,ermanent fixtures near
and can be purchased at the Damn the subway entrance~ pan handling
Yankee Antique Shop in in order to get a cheap bottle of
Bridgewater Center. Once you get wine. Lately, kids on skat.eboards
your ticket you can catch the bus at zipping in and out of pedestrians
the Arco gas station on the comer. have been an obstacle course not
Now you are on your way to fun and easily overcome.
adventure (maybe not, but it sounds
At the top of the Common is the
good!)
State House. Whether you're
The bus will let you of! ~t th~_ pol!,!!cal or 1l~, a, t~!:1r - whic.1} is, free -

can be fairly interesting and (1 have
to use this word) educational.
A few blocks down from the State
House and near the City Hall Plaza
is Faneuil Hall Marketplace, a whole
column could be written just on this.
It's a great place to browse or buy,
even if it tends to be a tourist trap at
times.

N ext to South Market is the multimedia show "'Where's Boston If
you haven't seen it yet do so, it will
help you in knowing the city a little
bit better.
If it's a nice day hop on a trolley or
walk to Copely Square. Here you
will have the choice of seeing the city
from either of the two tallest
buildings in town. The top of the
Hub in the Pru may be a better
~h~}c~ if you w(int to quench your '

thirst with a strong but slightly
expensive drink. OtheMise the
Hancock Tower offers a better view
and exhibits for the price,
Down the Green Line on
Huntington Ave. is the Museum of
Fine Arts which is free on Tuesdays
or just a block away on the Fenway
is the Gardener Museum that is
always free and well worth going out
of the way for.

N

•

What I have given, true, are just a
few things you can do with that day
away tram school. This is only the
tip of the iceburg. When you get in
there you11 find millions ofthings to
see and do. Good luck and don't get
lost, but if you do there's an
information booth on the Tremont
Street side of the Common, it may
,be ~ise to stop there first.

Mountaineering #7.

Lungs
Young lungs are special. 'More
susceptable to certain
infections. Damaged more easily by
pollutants in the air.
Lung damage during childhood
can have life-long consequences.
That's why the Southeastern
Massachusetts Lung Association
(SEMLA) places special emphasis
on pediatric lung educational
programs;
assists asthmatic
children to live normal, healthy Uves;
and conducts special school
education programs to teach
youngsters that their bodies are
more important' than cigarettes or
. lifestyles which create air pollution.
'This year the . Christmas Seal'
people have added an important
new program aimed at preventing
young children from inhaling
(Scientists qUi it "'aspiating"') foreign
objects which can cause choking,
even death. Or lodge in the lungs to
create a serious problem later.
(Aspirating foreign objects is the
major cause of accidental death in
the homes of children under six
years old.)
According to Cesar .Aleman,
Executive Director of SEMLA, the
program is desiSned to: help
children and parents better.
recognize signs of aspiration,
choking, and/or ingesting; increase
awareness of the hazard to the
young lung, such as, coins (the
number 1 item swallowed), peanuts,
unsafe toy parts, small hard objects,
etc.); define proper respiratory
health and increase awareness of
the respiratory system and its
importance and teach children and
parents what to do in an emergency.
, SEMLA offers an educational
pamphlet free for whomever is
interested in learning more about
the Prevention of Inhaling Foreign
Objects by Children. Just call 9477204 or write SEMLA, Post Office
Box 43. Middleboro Ma. 02346. We
care about every breath you and
your child take!! '

Oh sure, injured indignation. "A quiz?" you protest, feign:ing. ignorance. Well sir,
what do you th.IDk these mountaineeringl lessons have been all about? That's r1ght;lmowledge,and·the accumulation thereof. So put your gray matter on red alert and
start' cracking. Here's where you move to the top of the mountain. Or get left at baBe
camp. And, by the way, remember that the difference between the two is all inyour head. .
I

Drinking Busoh beer lB

where you put your tongue

(A) Sucking 'em up

glasses, two ordir\B..ry beers
and one Busch in front ofyour-:-:~"'i:::~ self. Ask a friend to bl:indfold
you and pour eachintoag].ass.
Sip a..ll three, ta.klng pains to
clear your palate between beers
- either by eating a plain soda
cracker orl:ightly dust:i.ng your
tongue with a belt sander. After

to the test ..Arrange three

known as:

(B) Dowrung the

mounta1ns

(C) Quafflng
(D) Pea..king ,
eru.:r. :.:raMSU'i!
A mounta.:ineer's best friend
is his:
'

(A) Dog
(B) Bailbondsman
(C) MaID squeeze
(D) Free and flexible arm

A!A~~IIJ

sampling each, identitYthe moun-

tains. Unless you've just returned

trl.I0Ja Sj: pu:eq am
UJ:t:{osna: 'S'TI ~tf.llM, (a):.:rQM.SUy

'~u

from the dentiSt with a mouthful of
novocaine, this should be easy. Cold
refresbmentandnaturalsmoothness
are your two b:ig clues to the peak.

Bennington Baxter-Benn:ington,
the noted finanoier of mountaineering expeditions, was fond
of~:

(A) ''The price is right:'
CB) "Your check is in the
(C) "Keep all your assets
liquid!'

CD) "Put this on roy tab, fella:'
'':ItUn.:r ~u S'aM.

~

eAoq'e -paol.:Id

~ 1tUmotf.l uo~ea: ((I'o'g) :.:raM.SU'i!

This is the visual perception portion. Simply read the pertinent subject '
phrase and determine which picture most closely symbolizes it. Then, check

the appropI1ate box.

The best place for a mountaineer to
take a romantiC R&R jg:

(A) Somewhere over the
rainbow
(B) 24 hours from Tulsa.
CC) In the craggy peaks
CD) Deep in the heart of Texas'
I:lGUIOO t:{osng

'a.tl.Ol°'.l
'.ImrI e.:rGt[.MAlre .IQ (0) :.:rBMSUV

You can recog:n1Ze a mountaineer
byh1s:
CA) Crampons
CB) Sherpa guides
(C) Pickaxe

, CD) Foamy moustache

sal. :.:raMB'lIV

DougSchorr
is a D.J.. at

WBIM
Doug Schorr is a OJ at WBrM.
His hours were not listed and two
other announcers were listed with
his hours. He is on WalM (91.5) on
Wednesday from 12·1 p. m. and on
Fridays from 3-5 in the afternoon.
He will be doing a progressive rock
show, and his style of music will be
all kinds of rock (mellow, soft, hard,
funky, etc.) along with some folk
,and progressive jazz. His show on
Fridays will heJp you prepare for the
partying on that same night. For fun,
humor, andgpod: music; ,Hs~en)o
Doug Schorr on WBIM.
,.

The most conunon reason for

mountaineering :Is:
(A) Because it's there
CB) Because it's better than.
nothing

(C) Because nothing :is better
CD) All of the above

n:e

''4tn,od aures

Qtf.I. o~ GUIOO
Aatr.l1ftlG<l 9t:('l 'lID '.I'B'tt~
PtnUI tIl dGBl{ '.jIlg 'eun~ Aal{-JJd UM.O
SIt[ 0(1 sat[o.mUI t[0'fl(j1 ·.:r~UI
A.:rQ~ S9.t1.OU! '.l'l1t[!l Mi~U! UOUIUIOO
OU Sj: 9.l9t[,L'91IOCl'B 9tf.1.,f0 SUON:.:ratvuruy ,

scoring 10-13 correct: c(mgratulat16ns, bucky, youl':t:I.ag waves at the su:m:mit, 7-1O.cOITOOt: not bad
but there's room for 1mpl'ovem'6Ilt; run to the package store and keep mountaineering. 4-7 correct:
don't mounf.a.ineer Without an adult gu&rd:lan..Less t.ban 4: who. read thist;est to you?

'Mounta.ineer~

is the science and art. of dr1nkI:ng Busoh. The term or1gina.tes due
cold, naturally l'Sf.I'eSh1ng taste inSide.

©Anheuser,8usch,lnc

snowy, icy peaks apoIted by the label Ol.ltSide aDd perpatua.tes due to the

St Lquis, Mo
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Referendum Questions:

Student Involvement and Raising Fee
are the Curriculum Committee,
Academic Policies Committee,
Student Affairs Committee, and
Long Range Planning Committee.
The Curriculum Committee will
have 16 faculty members, 3 students
and 3 administrators and will deal
with such matters as new courses,
new majors, general education
requirements and other related
matters. The Academic Policies
Committee will have 16 faculty
members, 3 students and 3
administrators and will handle
setting up the academic calendar,
setting academic and admissions
standards and library services. The
Student Affairs Committee will
consist of 5 faculty members 7
students and 5 administrators and
will make recommendations
concerning student needs, student
activities and student participation
in cultural and social activities of the
college (but it will not directly handle
the administration of any .student
fee'trust funds such as the Student
Government Association monies or
the Student Union monies): The
Long Range Planning Committee
will have 5 faculty members, 1
student and 1 administrator. This
committee will deal with long range
ideas about usage and development
of space and utilities on campus. In
addition to these committees the
All College Committee may set up
other committees on an ad hoc
basis to deal with maters that do not
fall within the guidelines of the other
committees. AU ad hoc committees
will have an equal ratio of students,
faculty and administrators. There
will additionally be supplementary
committee, Teacher Education
Council, which will be considered a
subcommittee of the Curriculum
Committee. As the name implies it
will deal specifically with the
education department, four
students who must be either juniors
or seniors and majoring education,
and four administrators. As has
previously been the case students
serving on these committees will be
appointed by the Student
Government Association. All
recommendations by these
committees will be forwarded too
the All College Committee, the
F acuit~l Union and the Student
Government· Association and these
groups may make separate
recommen<i~tioll!;:.
The Contract then eStablishes recommendations if they 50
The foregoing, has been a basic
four standing committees. These

Last Friday the faculty at aU the
state colleges voted on the
propoS€d new contract (with the
exception of Worcester who voted
on Thursday). This contract has
been in the process of negotiation
for some months now and was
approved by a 3 to 1 margin with this
vote. This document aHects many
aspects of college life from class size
to campus ·goverance.
~ One- section of this document
which particularly affects students is
Article 7, Participation in the
Decision Making Process. A subsection of this portion of the
contract requires that a student
referendum be held to determine if
students which to participate in the
overall college decision making
process as it is outlined in the
contract. So a student referendum
will be held on Wednesday
November 15th from 9 . it in front of
the bookstore to find out if students
wish to participate. It must be noted
that if students do ~ot participate in
ticipate such a vote will only mean
that students do not participate at
all on those committees outlined by
the contract. The committees will
still function but without students
on them.
The most important feature of the
new governance structure is the
establishment of the All College
Committee. This committee v"ill
consist of five administrators, five
faculty members and five students.
All campus matters other than
those dealing with student fee'
monelr' (trust funds) will be passed
through this committee. Other
committees contained in the
contract are standing committees
and are considered subordinate to
the All College Committee. This
committee will' refer rnaters falling
within specifec subject areas to the
standing committee which. deals
with th at area for t~eir
recommendations after which the
All College Committee will make
their comments. The method by
which persons become members 01
this committee has not yet been
determined. For any recommendation made by this committee or any
of the other standing committees of
the contract the Faculty Union and
the 5 tude n t .G 0 v ern me n t
Association may make separate

Fast for a

World Harvest
special service, also at the Catholic
Center. Everyone is invited . .
Many students often ask what
they can do to help with social
issues. Here is one thing you can do
that will help a lot but doesT!··t take a
lot of time and effort on your part.
P!eas~. consid~r participating.

summary of the new governmental
structure as the contract outlines it.
The referendum on November 15th
will be taken as an indication of
whether students wish to
participate in this structure or do
not wish to participate at all in those
matters which the committees deals
with. Cast your vote on
participation or non-participation

*

---
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Referendum No.2
Commenceme.nt Fee

Senio~s and underclassmen: A
referendum will be held on
November 15th to decide whether
the student body is in favor of a one
dollar per year (fo"u-t ;.c"cu·
~u.1'I\\.\\c.t",~.;:) increase to the the

Commencement fee. The primary
purpose for the increase is to allow
eacfi~ graduating class the financial
opportunity· to have a speaker of
their choice. More money to spend
means a better quality speaker.
The choices on the vote will be: 1.
1. Yes/primary purpose speaker
2.Yes
3. No

Vallee to speak on UFO's
Every generation seems to have
their own scientific controversy. In
the past, concepts such as meteors,
comets or even human flight were
considered delusion or at least
misguided fantasy.
It took farsighted individuals to investigate
and bring the facts to the surface.
Our generation's controversy is
the UFO (Unidentified Flying
Object) and the man in front lighting
the path is Dr. Jacques Vallee. In the
·early 60's, Dr. Vallee had the
forsight to form a group called The
Invisible College to catalog and
study UFO's at a time when ·he
knew the subject was only drawing
ridicule from the scientific world. In
1965, he wrote Anatomy of Q
Phenomenon, the first of his five
books to date on UFO's in which he
detailed many as yet unexplained
cases, his own research into the
subject, and a plan for
systematically investigating UFOs.
Since then he has written four
books (one is Conjunction with J.
Allen Hynek, the godfather of
American UFO research).

at the effects on a witness during a
UFO experience and the personal
and social impact of UFOs.
His lecture is said to be a sobering

experience .for both ,.beleiver. and
non-believer. So remember, that's
November 14th at 7:30 p.m. in the
SU Auditorium. See you there.

Dr. Vallee now lives with his
family in Northern. Callifornia and
has. recently taken his campaign to
the lecture circiut.
Now we at BSC are to be
priveieged to have Dr. Vallee giving
his lecture on campus. The lecture
will be on Tuesday, November 14, at
7:30 p.m. in the S.u. Auditorium.
Admission is .50 with a Bridgewater
State College a id or $1.00 for the
State College J.D. or $1.00 for the
general Public.

t-Ci

Dr. Vallee's lecture includes
illustrations and takes a close look

Election Results
Governor:
Hatch/Cowin_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 48%
King/O'Neill"
52%
Senator:
Brooke _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 45%
Tsongas

on Wednesday, November 15th
from 9·4 in front of the bookstore.

55%

passed
Question 1: __________
2-1 margin

Any newspaper, large or small, gets its. in/ormation from a
vari.ety of sources. The Comment, having a relatively small
staff, has a difficult time trying to keep an ear on everything
that's going on on c(lmpus. We need your help. If you hear of
something that should be covered, give u.s a call, and we'll do
our best to report on it.
-.Professors, have you had ·a book published recently? Or
gone somewhere as a guest lecturer in your field? Letusknow.
--Anyone get engaged recently? We'll be glad to publish your
engagement announcement and picture ... send them in. .
·-Any important negotiations going on? (Such as faculty
contracts, etc.)J! the students should be aware o/things like
these, call the Comment and leave a message.
It's important to us that we report as much news as our small
staff can handle, but we can't do it alone -- callus with a scoop!
Thanks, the Editors

MT WAshiNGTON VALLEY,
SIX DAY TRIP DECEMBER.31 - JANUARY 5
FOR THE LO"W COST OF $120". 00**
TTITASH BLACK CRANMORE TYROL WILDCAT
S~ all week on ~he one mountain
you lilze be..o.t, OIL -6k..J.. any c_omb..i.Yl.OL{.on

60lt 6l.-ve day.6 - .the pJt1..c.e L6 .the .6ame.
:.,.,
h .
~..6 yoUJt c. o-<...c.e ....................... .
PtU.c.e h1c.i.ud eA

*
*
*
of

*

*

••••••

Lodging
Li.6.t Uc.k.e;t6
8JLeak6Mt and .6~ppeJt.
Tax and J.J V1..vic.e..o (no adciJ..;tio no1 C.hMg u)
Complime~y be~

Vanc.il1.g :to Uve bancLo
S.tuden:t. Ski.. M.6oc.i.a..:t.i..on c.aJr..d - e~g
:the hoi:de.Jt .t~ ~ pltiee .0 Wng a.:t OVM
100 J.JfU, aJl.ell..6 ,[n :the. c.ounbtlJ • ••••

CONTACT THESE PEOPLE:
Peter Fanning ......... Seott Hall
Ann Hackenson ...... Pope 'Hall
P~ggy Hdar ....... Woodward Hall
Danny Patenauaeo .... Great Hill
Paul Me Dermott
Great Hill Apartments
and for you commutersoo.Sue .Snow anJ
~ . ~. .
Ch r i s 1\ ,'1 1 is::
$25. 00 ~de.po.64 mLL6:t be madibij NovemTJVl. 15th
.in olldeA to qu.a1.J.6lJ nOll low pIl)..c.u
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Classi/ieds I

I

Vinnie: Happy 24th birthday Wed. Nov. 15th.
Love you, Karen

for sale
Speakers for sale - llomemade designs that
equal brand names for 1/3 to 1/4 the cost. Call
7-8617. Ask for Phil.
Anyone interested in buying clothes, size 3 or
5. Clothes are in great condition, practically
bra~d new. Call Shelly at 697-6025.
For Sale: 1969 VW Bug. Great condition.
Rebuilt engine -- good tires. Must sell $900.
Cheap! Call Jenny at 588-5580 after 5:00
1%9 Volkswagon Beetle. Body in good
condition, but has a seized engine. Best offer
over $200.00 Call Michael at 697-8676.

ride/riders
Ride Neededl Anyone driving to Rochester
New York or Buffalo N.Y. around that area, on
Nov. 17 or 18 or around that date, please call
Shelly at 697-6025.

lost & found
Lost: Girl, Room 207 Shea: Goldilocks, did
you finally find your bed? You are in the wrong
room? Wrong bed? Sleeping on a magazine?

help wanted
Need money fast?!!? "Work" in spare time. Sell
Avon products. (Well-known and respected).
Start now for the campus X·Mas shoppers.
Anyone can sell easily. Interested? Call Cindy
"It 583-6174.

services
Wedding photography. Quality photos at very
reasonable rates. Twenty 8 x lO's in an album
for $155.00 Call Jim Canavan 588-8470 after
weekends.
4:30
Available for typing. Ask for Kathy. Call 6974152 or 588-3667.

or

Attention Students: Need typing?
Manuscripts, essays, etc. Prices reasonable.
Writing must be legible. Call 697-8271. 5:306:30.

KM was fine in the p.m., but KM and PM in the
a.m. would be sheer delight! Sky rockets in
flight!
Dave and Tom, Don't worry-no luck with us.
Keep on trying in New York and have fun on
your ego trip.
See ya in the laundry
room.(Run!Run!) Your not so secretive nonadmirers

Hey Lamb Man-Was her fleece as white as
snow? Remember, the Lamb was sure to go!
Signed·the RR Robin and Red no. n.

T enile, You think I'm a jerk, huh? A cute jerk is
small consolation; and what's the matter with
fascinating and tussie... JlI kill you with my
coffee... Thanks for the card._.keep on smiling.
A Cute Jerk(?)
Bub, Thank you for your patience, your caring
and your love. You're my best friend darling
and I love you. By the way you looked
absolutely beautiful on Saturday(not that that
is out of the ordinary) You're the best! Your
Dingle_
Dear Donald, You're such a beautiful person. I
really miss seeing you around here. I just wan t
you to know that you'll always be my favorite
hunk! Thanks for the call. I miss you very
much. Love, Laurie.

Joe Q: I've seen you around and would reaDy
like to get to "know- you. Your body really
excites me and I'm dieing to meet you. Your
doubles partner knows me and maybe we
could double date soon. Your secret admirer.

D.P.-· Don't give up, you're still WANTED by
just about every beauty (and beast) here at
?SC. And don't kid yourself--eueryon wants
your body (puck marks and all)!! Love, K.G.

Scott-Can buy 8 packages of English muffins
and save 30%? Let's play Z-Tag, would a
dictionary help? Don't forget the game,losers.
You buy the ice cream so don't forget your
money. The Whoopie Pie Queen.

Steve, I'm glad that we talked and I hope I
helped you by listening. You made me realize
a10t too and I'm grateful. Bythe waY,'l'ou're
not alone"'.
Love Always, Bagel.

Dennise from the CASK and Flagon- Well,
here's the personal] promised. Too bad you
didn't stay longer. Maybe we can get together
sometime. Drop by the office.

Jay,Pea,Jay, and M.M.·Enjoyed the evening of
Sand M on Halloween. The eggs,dish
liquid,apple, and water were a delight but the
shaving cream topped it off! Leave your back
door open - it's more fun! Glen and Rich
WTHWY? Roomies.

Loretta, You can't compete with Bill, because
you both occupy different ecological niches!
Sincerely, other organisms within the
ecosystem.

Morgan Le Fey, Thanks for always being there
during Camelot. Couldn't have done it without
you. I hope this. is only the beginning of a longlasting friendship. Thanks again. Love, Nasty
Mordred

Kinky Kid, I'm much better, in fact I'm
ex.cellent! How about trying me out 'i:om0ITfW
night, but no clowning around. -D.

To the young man from the classy town that
Michelle, Sally, Mary, and Donna, You're all
wanted a personal. Here it is. Nothing
personal or anything, just thought you'd enjoy" super girls.. Timothy and I appreciate
everything you've done for us. Even though
it. A little hood action.
there was one small problem-- but she ended
up loving Tim more than all of us. Thanks·To (Brother) Tom: Thank you very much for
you're true friends! Tim and Mike
your hospitality last Sunday. (ANd your
orange juice and coffee cake!) You made our
Dear Anthony MestoriUi, Our deepest
visit at Glastonbury special. Thanks to Kevin
apologies for spelling your name wrong in last
and Fr. Nick, too! See you. Jean and Gary.
week's personal. We hope we have rectified
P .S. We'll take you up on your dinner
this probleml You are a hunk! The sight of you
invitation soon!
makes our ears swen, our palms knock, and
our knees sweat. We are STILL watching, now
"La Machine" . make sure you get your fall
with binoculars! Yours in dreams of LOVE
inspection sticker ~ You can even kee(J the
'
your two secret admirers.'
popsicle .stick! Guy Nee. call GSt-4575.

as

Mikey B: Here's your first personal for the
semester! Welcome back! Your international
friend.

WANTED

HOUSING

LOST~FOUNO

PERSONAL

RIDE/RIDERS

Rosanne Rosanl)a Danna, If you ever want to
see your ballet slippers again, stand in the S.U ..
Lobby on Tues. at 11:00 and yell It'S always
something- 5 times. £11 find you. Dan Danna
Hey Wilbur:How is Mr. Ed?
-Brainunit.
Andrea and Kim; Glad to have you as our
neighbors' Wild and Crazy Kids. -Jean,Jean",
We love eeevwerybody! Nights to 'swing By·
and by the what were we Halloween anyway?
Tracy and Moe

Anyoneinterested in accompanying me to this
Sunday's Comic Book Convention in Boston
contact me or drop a note in the sub shop. Jeff
the Grinch
Doug Schorr. I was very impressed with your
fine attitude during the Comment vs. WBrM
game Sunday. You are a true sportsman, and
an inspiration to all who were at the game.
Tony C.
Jackie R. has a thing for Captain Contingency,
look out superman. Maureen R. has taken a
job as standin for Ma~ Ryan F ennelli on
Ryan's Hope. Eileen still likes to play ring
around the rosie on Saturdays, I think Dr.
Spack would call this a regression into
childhood. I am going skiing in Feb. if anyone
wants to contact me at my chateau in the Alps.
Sincerely, the wild and crazy cafeteria nut.
. To all 1.S.O. members and affiliates'! guess my
time has' finally run out. Until last week, I
thought we could stay here forever. Our 4*
years here have given us many unique
memories. Such as the 1973-5 wrestling teams,
our 1976 Sabbatical, the parapits, the curse of
Annie Oakley, SharIsan's sequins bathing suit.
that infamous 1977 Easter Vacation ...our final
days at Bridgewater_

Classified Ad Form
Circle Heading:
FOR SALE

We'll be back in a while to help decorate the
• tree. Pucko ' don't pass any mimeos until we
get there. Sharleen - you weren't around this
weekend so we couldn't wish you a happy
birthday. Steve was upset because he had
made you a care. Benny, teU CC that she's
making a big mistake. Steve· kick ass in your
final effort?

Dearest Vi, Little talks to old -pals- make
everything all right·thanksl We11 haVI:' to hit
the Riv more often so we can set "picked·upby semi-pros! Kay? love, your pal with the
B.A.Degree

Lynn, Is it true you really aren't the one who
got the -K on the Cosmo quiz? [ don't beHeve
that. After all, who should know more about
your active love life than your roomie? A
'faithful' friend

Oh What A Night! For shame to anyone who
Ruth, Congratulations on breezing through
lacks his responsibilities merely to pass out.
those interviews! What can I say? What spunk!
You coule hal'e at least come with me so I
What charisma! What conceit! "And how
could have taken advantage of you, Let's try ,
would you feel it... .. Oh, I always feel good
again-once is never enough!
about myself!" Love, The Orphanage
To the Doctor at the Forge·I'm still waiting for Manager.
my physiCal. I'm sure you'll find me in excellent
condition. Of course you already know I have D. C. too - adv 1. als~, besides 2. excessively 3.
~d reflexes.
Just no good fights.
to such a degree to be regrettable (Le. "your
love life??" 4. besides, moreover, futhermore.
Chair: Did you have,a good time Friday night?
You should have stayed. See you at the Watch next week for the definition of to! Love, .
JET
football game. Love, Mittens
,Peabody Baby-J want a honey bed-sound the
alarm· Holy S - - .,-! Tea time. Official
memo from the OFDM. Sound the alarm!
Take a cold shower!

Dear Mike B. and Paul A.· Let's go out for a
pizza and a couple of beers ... We11 pick·up
chicks! Okay? Love, one of the guYi>i?!

Hi there you'big ·pubic-· stop· beating around
the bush-- no matter·who's it is!! Cindy.· this
means you-- WElNIES are bad for your health- especially tor a woman of your status-·
*Queen for a Day*! Gayle is hot on your body-don't tell her I told you! Bye-bye pubies.

Hollywood-or should I say Stephen. Thanks
for sending my dog home! What are you doing
Friday night? Oh,
I've already got a date so what about
Saturday? Should we take in Jake's or have a
golf baIl fight? The beard and sunglasses have
to stay! I'm glad I found a friend. Me and
Bobbie D. love ya-signed what's your name
anyway?

To Bob Buckley! Why don't you leave your
criticizing where all your other talent lies· and
sit on it (Get it?) Anon.

personals

Memoires of colleg€ cooed type Buddies
(MOCCTB): Longtime no see, we finally felt
the need once again to enlighten the campus.
Don't forget «the club" meeting Thurs. nite;
officers will be elected, where's my invisible
roommate? the road trip to Nichols Conege
was different, who are the real wild and crazy
guys, hey Mike want to make out? bye, bye,
Love, the over the hill gang

ERIC: I heard you scored Fre_ nite in Wood
after the toga party? Your future roomie.
-.. 405: How 'bout that tour around Boston? 425.

OTHER

Danny D! I've rocked with you before, I would
like to "reck" with you again. R.S.

"clio reod QII/oIIotw;

Kingswood party, Nov. 5th - To the host with
the most! I'll be back for my cigarett case,
lighter. and a kiss. From the girl who will
alwayiS say "hello".

\

-

.

To Dash Whitewall, the only real wild and
crazy guy we know! Ate you still in love with
your horse? You really tickle our fancy! We'd
like to 9'!t you in a dark closet sometime and
suck on your neck. Thank you for letting me
~ get into your marine pants on Halloween .
Seductively yours, Two wild and crazy girls.

t To aU of you who helped with the Senior Class
l~

I

float - we thank you! With cooperation like
this, our senior year will surely be the best yet!
.
!class of '79 Officers

,

Cla.sifieds are free for all students,
faculty, staff. and administration of BSC.
For all others, rates are $1.50 per column inch.
National Advertising Rate (outside Mass.) is $fl.94 per column inch.

JSA ... (etc?) TM - You finally got the ads don-e
on time!!! No togas? What does •••• mean?
'Sue F. We mar ~ave lost but we're still thOe
best!! GO BROOKE!!!! DC . Knock Knock!

Name/Phone:

-

Address:

-

1)_ Total ~mt. Endosed
...

To the Whale on the Hill-Is it true that you're
trainer because you got injured playing middl
linebacker? The Jewish God from Indi

Dana,Have a happy "20th'" birthday. Hope you
get it!
Sandy, have a happy "'18th" birthday. Do it up
right! It's about time!
Mary; You're so cute! And I luv your cheeks!
You11 ah,vays be No.1.
Hey Roomie! Your lighting design looked
great; but I've never had lighting! How was
my English paper at 12:30 a.m,Well, this is your
first personal-what about it? Wen. "Camelot*
was great-but "A Christmas Carol" will be
better-costume chairman eh! Good Luck.
R.C.

Happy Anniversary. Love, "Olivia'"

Cathy D., I think we had a little
misunderstanding. I had nothing to do with
what happened at the Citizen's Club. I thought
you respected me enough to know that. Let's
talk! Signed, the Dull One.
Shauna Baby·Happy 19th! We hopt! you
enjoyerty cuz we had a hell of a time! Wood
will never be the samel Happy Birthday again
and again! Luv, Michele, Bridgette, Kelly.
Patty, Shanny, Mary, Charlene, and Kathy.

i
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To Joshua and his foUowers: When are you
having a party? Southern Comfort anyone'
Or the weed in the single bedroom? HOIIJ
about some Greek lessons in the hallway!
Love you alI:Gone in January". P.S. Do you
always bring milk to dubs?
To the Great Pumpkin; Your stuffing is falling.
I still think you looked better with the small
oran~ circles on your cheeks. Want me to try
to make them again? Good luck at your new
job ant;! thanks for the white socks. Little Red
Riding Hood.
Gary, Here's to a beautiful 3 years together!
The good memories are aD that really count,
and let's have a lot more of them! I love you,
and June 16, 1979-will be here in no time!
Thank you for making the past three years
beautiful! Love, Jean:
Ei Ei Bee Bop . What time is it in London?
Have you found him yet? Is it the right color?
Went to see Bruce in Vt.- awesome. Anything
bizarre happen? Oh won't you staaayyyy.
Muskateers minus One

yC:

Mittens- I loved your toga Friday night.
really are wild and crazy. I hope you got YOll':'
ski jacket because I might not make it to tilt
game Saturday. -Chair.
To Steve: I miss you. You know where I am
waiting....Kermit.
'
Ya Adrienne.Happy Quacky reunion this
weekend. Mother Quacky and son will be here
along with Agnes and too bad Sam can't make
it. F Troop, Katie.
Spunky, You are the greatest;personality
extraordinaire!!! A joy to be with anytime.
Even though you've completely ruined my
reputation in Play Production. Be serious
Aurith!
Your Loud Mouth Frog
Robin, You listen to me, you put up with me
you're the sole person I can c. 'lnfide in. I hand
you a heavy load sometim( ti, and I greatly
appreciate your understanding. Thanks for
being a friend.
Love, Steve
Donna, I guess it wasn't type casting this
time ...Purity Dean? You know I wish you all
the success in the world; not just in PURE, but
in everything. Ours is unique ... you're one in a
million.·· You know how I feel. Love, Steve.
To Ken that I took Instructional Media with
this summer, Where are you?
,l.R. Thanks for all of your understanding and
concern. Everything will be OK now if you
can make sure that I won't get pushed of! tne
couch. -J,S.
To Cathy, Kathy, Amy, Nancy, Tricia, and
Colleen:
"Where is Sperky? Where is
Sperkyr *Are there strangers in your bed?'"
Guess Who ~a~
To Cathy, Kathy, Tricia, Donna, Amy and
Colleen-'Where are you?" Sperky the Perfy
Ten·Ten-Which way to Montpieler-only 35
more miles? We were "Born 10 Run". Bruce
was AWESOME!! Is it still 1:50 a.m.? Want ~
piece of birthday cake for the road? Do you
want to stop at the rest area for a map? Let's
find a deer! Moe-Moe
Standie, Sweenie, and Boggie- NUTS-Three
rookies break in. Quick like a rabbit let·s
smash pumpkins and eat toots Ie rolls while we
drink senior beers. It's over now-we laugh, tell
a feW jokes, suck a few beers. Peace, love,
marijuana, woodchips! signed, SENIORS ARE
BEST
Sui, No matter what, you know I.L.Y.l.B.F.JEL.

R'.". .....oo--..'->"~~~~..;er
.
.......
~~~~

Got a nose for news? i
&
Join our staff!
I
~~OOOOCOOOOOOOOCJ~...r..r..rj
Reminder! All Classifieds and Letters 10J
the Editor MUST be signed in order to
appear in The Comment. Thank you.

.........

...-...~...-..~

......

~"

Watch "Spare Parts"
,
WBSC-TV
'
Your college television showt
Shown ~xclu,sively on closedl
circu.it telev. ision in the 't
Student Union Building
brought to you by 1M Dept l
and Student Union
,

-----~~~
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TheArts
The Mother Box

The Delusion
Conspiracy
by Bob Budd ~y

Allright. look. This mindless paranoia has got to come to a grinding
halt. Right now. Last week this column did not make its usual
apIWarance. The simple truth is. 1got lazy and missed my deadline. For
all c/ you who yelled at me·· thankyou. But knock it off, already! We
cO'1tinue.)
Okay. Last time out. we were having this friendly little chat about Fred
Silverman, the M.D.P., Anita Bryant, and just a gang of other stufff.
i\nyway, these three units and their activities have had a profound effect
0n the type of programming we've beeen setting this year.
Fred Silverman, you may already know about (at least if you've been
reading this column you do). He's former programming head of A.B.C.,
now working for N.B.C. in the same capacity. During his tenure at
A.B.C.; he was directly responsible for "The Bionics Boom"', "The Happy
Days Craze"', 'The Cuddly Cop Syndrome"'. and 'The T. and A.
Phenomenon"'.
Most of these shows were pure mindless trash. They were also top ten
hits in the Neilson Ratings. In a few short years, Siluerman had raised
A.B. C. to the enviable spot of top net work. Unfortunately. he managed
to ieau€ taste, decorum, and meaning by the wayside. The work that
"'All in the FamilyH, "One Day at a Time"", "Ellery Queen", and a handful
of other series had put in'toward quality television was stunted. Fred
Siverman was the start.
Enter Anita Bryant and her sister organization, The Mothers for
Decency in Programming. When she's not out campaigning against
homosexuals and singing religious songs, Ms. Bryant joins forces with
the MDP to stop "those on television that give our children moral views
other than our own'" (anybody else smell smoke? Hear paper crackling?)
It is their assertion that children absorb all the violence on television
and either become homosexual(?) or spaz out and attack people. It's
okay with me if they want to I;?elieve all of that. but not on my time. I don't
need any orange squeezer determining My morality
These "people'" (and I use the term quite loosely) set about a campaign
to stop violence on TV. They wrote letters, sent telegrams, form~d
picket lin€S'j et ai., in order to let their voices be heard. It worked. Each of
the "'big three. . vowed to cut down on the level of violence seen in primetime. (It amazes me that no one complains about the cesspool of daytime
soap operas, but that's another column for another time.)
By this time, Silverman had already launched 'The Six Million Dollar
Man"', ""'Lauemeand.Shirley"', (now on C.B.S.), and was ready to give
'The Bionic Women'" a go. Inevitably, these three forces came together
at this precise moment in time (beginning to sound like science fiction,
huh?)
With all the hue. and cry about violence, Silverman became a hot
commodity. He was hailed as the Golden Boy at ABC. The man who
"'has his finger on the pulse of public opinion." If that's the case, the
patient is dying.
I know all of this sounas like voice-of-doom ravings of a madinan, but
my point is that it's not too late. This trend can be reversed. If one pushy
lady in Fla. can persuade' an entire county of people that homosexuals
are evil, then certainly sane, rational people stand a chance.
If you're not happy"with the current crop of moron or "jiggle shows"
do something about it. Write letters. They do work. Anita and the MDP
have proved that. So do it already.
OkaY,I've said my piece The ball is in your court now. I really have no
idea what I'll be talking about next time around.Let's find out together,
shall we? Until then, stay happy and take a troll to lunch.
H

Program Committee

Ensemble Theatre

Pure As The Driven Snow
,y Lori Madden
The Ensemble Theatre is proud
to announce the second show of its
78·79 season. This za ny
melodrama is appropriately entitled
"Pure as the Driven Snow'" (or "A
Working Girl's Secret"), written by
Paul Loomis. The play is a comic
satire on all that has been known of
melodrama throughout the years.
The black-hearted villain, Mortimer
Frothingham, (Donald Capen) is
described as a person steeped in
villainy and a wolf in .any sort of
clothing. He attempts every
dastardly deed possible to get fair,
young heroine Purity Dean (Donna
Ramos) to fall madly in love with
him. Purity Dean is the chaste and
chased young' heroine-A working
girl with a secret. In an effort to Cast of Pure as the Driven Snow: (front row I·r) Donna Ramos, Richard
escape the clutches of this dastardly Putney, Randy Doyl~ Donald Capen and Paw Healy. (back row I-r) Donna
villaih, Purity Dean runs away to an . Corio, Mary Pio, Breck, Sullivan, Sally Richardson, Michele Pecoraro,
Inn, located in upper Vef mont, John Richards. Karen DeWolf and Peg Holzemer. Stage Manager David
where -she meets and falls madly in NadeU is in the center. (PHOTO BY JOE WALKER)
love with ,that brave and noble hero, Mortimer Frothingham's unwilling Hewlitt. who loves to boast of her
proud' social position, will be
Leander Longfellow (John assistant and ex-convict, who will
Richards). Leander, the nephew of be played by Richard Putney; E.Z. brought to you by Peg Hoelzimer;
Jonathan and Zamah Logan (Randy Pickens·· son of the owner of and her daughter, Alison Hewlitt,
Doyl~
and Sally Richardson), "Picken Pickles'" which is the place will be played by Michele Pecoraro;
owners of the Inn, is the typical hero of Jonathan Logan's employment, Mrs. Faith Hogue, a guest at the
who arrives to save Purity just in the will be acted by Paul Healy; his Uland Inn will be Breck Sullivan'
sister, hard-hearted and snobish, and her nervous maid, Letty Barbe~,
nick of time.
The other characters contained in Imogene Pickens, will be portrayed is p011rayed by Donna Corio.
this wild melodrama are, Jed Lunn, by Karen DeWolf· ; Mrs. Ethelinda

Christmas Carol Cast Announced
The Bridgewater State College
Ensemble Theatre! Children's
Theatre announces its '"'east for A
Christmas Carol
a musical
adaptation of the immortal Charles
Dickens classic.
In the role of Scrooge is Richard
Putney, aSophomoreatB.S.C. who
has appeared in "Moon Heist" and
"Camelot", and is currently
rehearsing for the Ensemble
Theatre's upcoming production of
"Pure As The Driven Snow".
The rest of the cast is as follows:
Tony MastroriUi as the Narrator and
Nephew Fred; Steve Correia as .
Bob Cratchit and Dick Wilkins;
Robin Silva as The Ghost of
H

H

,

Christmas Past; Julie Glauben as
Fan and Martha; Maureen Bray as
Belle and A Salvation Army
Woman; David Rapoza as The
Ghost of Jacob Marley; Mike
Belliveau as The Ghost of
Christmas Present, and . . . Elyse
Krantz as Mrs. Cratchit and The
Ghost of Christmas Yet-To-Come.
In the role of Timy Tim will be
John Clark, a fifth grader from East
Bridgewater Intermediate School.
The production is being directed
by Donald Capen, a Junior Theatre

major at B.S.C., and Stage
Managed by Craig Truax, also a
Junior. The production is set for
December 8th through the 15th,
however only December 9th will be
available for public performance.
There will be two shows on ·the 9th
at 2:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m. in the
Horace Mann Auditorium at
Boyden Hall. All seats are $1.00.
The public is urged to attend this
holiday tradition; an evening of fun
for the entire family.

f~~!~l

UPCOMING EVENTS

juxtaposed against the difficult Fogelberg), although little classical
chording and difficult picking of her music was written for guitar outside
husband Thomas, on classical , of Spain, explaining the numerous
Spanish composers represented
guitar.
A meager crowd of approxim· throughout thr program. If you
ately 40 persons enjoyed .the:> missed this, you can still catch the
pertQrmance, .taking advantage cit recorder and harpsichord program
one of the better deals offered for coming up later in the semester.
fifty cents this semester. The Fine
Arts Committee also offered free
fondue, pastries and wine to by Doug Schorr
Oak, a progressive rock band
supplement the exemplary music.
Flute and guitar historically go from Massachusetts wUl appear in
well together (listen to the new the Student Union Ballroom on'
Friday, November 10. .
~~iii~a~n~d~~~~~~~lin~e;s~;.a~lb~u~m~b~v~T;.;r;im~Weisberg and I?a~
Oak is a six man band that has
played major clubs around the New
England area such as Gladstone's
Tim?thy's Too, Edge, Library:
Gulhvers, Red Barn, Cinema Room,
and mahy others.
The¥ rely heavily on changing
OPEN MON-5AT
lead smgers on various songs, so
10:00 tiD 5 P.M.
.that one man does not carry the
load.
Oak performs original material
A 'REAL ,SCOOP
along with songs by Bruce
Of'FON ANY Springsteen, Bob Seger, ELO ELP
Rolling Stones, Beatles, and others.'
They are very tight. in terms of
musicianship and should be seen by
all students at BSe.
.
MADEWELL
The event will be a Nightdub with
liquor license.. The tickets. are on
CO-'~Q.~l
s.ale at the' Information Booth for
FATIGUES;
$!.75. It will be from 8-12 on Friday
~ORK PANrS
;rught anciprC!per dress' is' required.

by Gil Bliss
On October 18th, the Student
Union Fine Arts Committee
celebrated their art gallery grand
opening by presenting Martha and
Thomas Dushak for a pleasing one·
hour recital.
Beauty and precision were the
words of the evening as the
Dushaks seemingly glided through a
varied repertoire of Italian and
Spanish baroque pieces as well as
contemporary selections. Martha,
on flute, rendered difficult time'

MDIIDAY DRINKS $'.25

DISCO! DISCO! DISCO!

UMONDAY
NIGHT FE'ER'~
with 0110 and Ihe DISCO LIGHTS

CONTINUOUS MUSIC AND DANCING ALL NIGHT LONG

DAICE CONTESTIOIIDAY $50.00 TO WINIIER
Tuesday tllra Sanday
FROM MISSOURI

THE SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS
FIRST EAST COAST APPEARANCE
SHOW TIME 10:30

IN"
YODKA

a TOIIIC
$1 .. 00
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Choral Society
Concert

Iby Elaine Martin

The Choral Society performed
their annual fall concert Friday
evening, November 3rd in the S.U.
Auditorium. Dr. Maxine M. Asselin
conducted the Women's Glee Club
and the Americana Singers. Dr.
Theodore G. Davidovich
conducted the two mixed choral
groups: Chorale and Chamber
Singers.
Women~s Glee sang three pieces
of music: "You Shall Not Fear,"
"How Excellent Thy Name," and the
highlight of their performance 'Veni
Domine'" which featured soprano
soloist Adrith. McCartney. The
Americana Singers sang·"Ave
Maria"'foltowed by their special
feature of the piece "My Lady
Greensieeves. "
The Chorale (mixed chorus)
surrounded the audience as they
sang the musical number '1 Will Not
Leave You Comfortless," Following
was the Chamber Singers who sang
four pieces: "Three Madrigals,'"

I

I

"Wondrous Love,"
Thou Art
Worthy," and "'Create In Me A
Clean Heart, Oh God." Highlighting
the performance was the number
"Wondrous Love" featuring
soprano-soloist Carol Robertson.
The concert finale '"Rejoice in the
Lamb" was performed by the
Chamber Singers featuring four
soloists: Cheryl Potvin, soprano; A.
Lee Pina, alto; Christopher
Beaudoin, tenor; and Peter Molitor,
bass.
Both conductors did a fine job
with their chorus groups.
The organist for Women's Glee
was Dr. Ian H. Johnstone of the
Music Department Faculty, Also,
Dr. Johnstone along with Ms. Joan
Knudson, a member of the
Bridgewater State College
graduating class of 1978, played a
piano duet for the Women's Glee.
Ms Paula Kelley (class of 1982) was
the accompanist for the Chamber
Singers and rehearsal accompanment for Chorale.

Creative Dance Notes
This is an active fall for Creative
Dance at Bridgewater State
College. There are now 18 hours 01
Creative Dance courses in the
Department of Communication
Arts & Sciences.
Eight dancers representing CT352 Intermediate Creative Dance,
CT·290 Movement and Dance for
Actors, PE·162 Creative Modern
Dance and The Creative Dance
Group performed for two hours in
the Student Union Art Gallery for
the all College Open House on Oct.
15th. Dance photography project
was begun with this proqram.
Officers of the Creative Dance;
Gretchen Holt, Teri Finnegan and
Lori Meyer announce the following
apprentice members:
Pamela
Bracco, Linda Nickerson Connelly,
Susan Crotch, Nancy Cuningham,
Robin Femica and Lori Walsh.
On Monday, November 6th, the
Dance G roup taped a program for

TV station for showing in the near
future. Date for the annual
Christmas dance. processional and
program has been set for December
12th.

The Creative Dance program and
Dance Group is under the direction
of Prof. Cora Mills Wells,
Communications Arts and
Sciences.

Concert Reviews

Chicago Flops
by J. McUonald
For the most part, the entire
Chicago concert (all 90 minutes of
it) was one of the. most lackluster
events I've seen in a while. The poqr
souls (including myself) who paid
upwards of ten dollars per ticket
definitely got rooked.
After making the crowd wait for
over an hour, the band made their
appearance performing "Feeling
Stronger Every Day. This was the
first time that I have seen newcomer
Donnie Dacus (who replaced the
late Terry Nath on lead guitar) and
he is the shot in· the arm that the~
band needs.
After moving through several
mediocre versions of some "bigNhits
(that included "If You Leave Me
Now" and "Just You and IN), the
band got "'weird. The big surprise
was "Flight 409, a song that nobody
has heard in 7 years. This was
followed up by several songs from
. the new .album 1iotSheets.'"
After a searing version of
"Motorboat to Mars" (featuring the
percussion of Danny Seraphine 0
Laudir De Oliveria), the band closed
the main set with "Free". After a five
minute wait, they returned to
perform "Got to Get You into My
Life" and "2S'or 6 to 4". The latter
featured a stunning piece of guitar
work by Dacus that incorporated .
Pete Townsend leaps.
The overall musicianship was
superb. At various times during the
concert, Dacus would reach down
to shake hands with members of the
crowd. But all this personality and
"pizzaz" couldn't help this concert.
In the words of Tony Lioce,"at least
the light show was nice".

lighters in the air, turning the Music
Hall's concert room into a
breathtaking array of lights.
The concert was superb, and I
couldn't pour enough praise upon
the brilliant artistry of AI Stewart
and his back·up band. In these days
of Kiss and Shaun Cassidy, when it
seems that all a performer must do
to be successful is to act either

outrageous or adorable, it's
refreshing to hear a band that relies
on tantalizing vocals and well· done
musical arrangements. Even now,
two days after the concert, I'm
finding it difficult to keep Al
Stewart's songs from popping into
my head. To quote from "Year of
the Cat"': "The drum beat strains of
the. night remain'"

H

N

II

by Margaret.F ord
1978 is destined to be the year of
AI Stewart.
That is it his
performance . at the Music .Hall
Sunday night is any indication of
what is to come. Throughout his 2
and a / half hour set, he and his
equally talented. back-up band
treated the audience to a brilliant
combination of· rock and soft pop
music.
The band played material from
AI's older albums, such as "Past,
Present, and Future,'" as well as
selections from his newest album,
"Time Passages."
The true
showstopper,however, was when
Al and his band lapsed into "Year of
the. Cat; "a top 40 hit for him a year
ago, .after a five-minute piano
intrOduction. The song·ended with
thunderous applause· from the
audience, who then ·proceeded. to
hold lighted matches and cigar:~tte.

..

·::~f-ules laden with Blue Maguey pinas on their 'Way to. Cuerm's La Rojena plant.

-Since 1795weve gathered our
Blue Ma~eys for Cuervo Gold
the ~entIe way. .
. Its the old way. And still
the best.
.
At Cuervo we know that there is onlyo~e way to make
Cuervo. Gold perfect. The way we've been doing it for more
... ' '.
.
. . . ..;
than'180 years...
That's why people still nurture OUTfield? ofBl1fe
Maguey plants. And why mu1f3s ..arest~ll used ix! ~r~nfl.
these precious plants to our dtst~llery. Fbtr tradttwn tS sbJl
the nwst important ingredient in Cuervo Gold~ .
This is what makes Cuervo Gold-truly specwLNeat,
on the rocks, with a splash of soda, in a perfect Sun-rise or
Margarita, Cuervo Gold will bring you back to a time when
quality ru~ed the world.

Cuervo. The Gold standard since 1795.
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SPORTS
BS C En ds Fi ne Fi el d H oc ke y Ca mp ai gn
sse ended a fantastic season by winning
two out of their last three games. Central
Connec ticut State College was the first
victim, ~osing to Bridgewater by a score of
three to one. Seniors led the way that
Tuesday as forward Erin Eagan got two goals
and halfback Kathy Mahoney scored her first
goal of the season. sse's JV. team
completely dominated their game by beating
CCSC 6 - O. Birthday girl Ann Merlin led the
way with a hat trick followed by Diana
Demetr ius, Deb Brown and Linda Doherty
for the last three goals.
The last home game of the season ended in
victory as both varsity andJV teams defeated
URI 3 - 0 and 2 -1 respectively. Scoring for the
varsity was Usa Vaillancourt with two goals
and Sharon Rogerson with the third.
Freshm an Diana Demetrius scored -both
goals for the JV victory.
Halloween found sse up at UNH, but it
was definately not time for fun and games.
The game was weU played with neither team
really dominating, just a lot of excellent
midfield play. Unfortunately. SSC came out

on the losing end of the game 1 . 0, as
Bridgew ater's regular season record ended at
9-2-1. JV's tied UNH 0-0 leaving their record
at 5-2-2.
A varsity record of 9-2-1 can hardly be
overloo ked and it wasn't, as the team earned
the 7th seed position in the Northe ast
Regional Tourna ment.' On Friday, Nov. 3,
travelle d to Dartmo uth College to
particip ate in one of the four satellite
touram ents of the~ regionals. They met U
Maine of Presque Isle that afternoo n and
carne away smiling with a 4 - 0 victory. Erin
Eagan, Paula Hutch, Usa Vaillancourt and
Deb Hill scored m the well-playea game.
Saturda y Bridgew ater faced 2nd seed
Dartmo uth to determi ne the winners of the
Dartmo uth satellite. The winner of this game
would go on to Springfield and then the State
of Washin gton for the National Tourna ment.
BSe domina ted the first half but couldn' t
put the ball in the net. Dartmo uth manage d to
though, as the half-time score of 1 - 0 proved.
DC came out strong in the second half
forcing SSC to play very defensively.
Bridgew ater never gave up though, and
brought the ball down field allowing Cheryl

sse

So cc er Te am At 5-8-1
After evening their record at 3·3·1, the BSC and clearing
it away from in front of Dufresn e.
soccer team went into hibernation and Hibert, Pearl,
George , Bill Lindquist and Joe
dropped 5 of their last 7 games. Four of those OHallo ran
pretty much set the tempo of the
losses came within the New England College game and
set up many .good scoring chances .
Confere nce and dropped the Bears well down It was unfortu
nate that the Bears could not
into the cellar. However, the Bears are 5·8-1 get on
the scorebo ard because they
overall.
definately had the better of the play.
The first four games of the seven game set
On to Westfield
were all within the conference. The Bears' night game of the and the Bears first and only
year saw the Bears playa
first foe was rival Salem State. Last year's great first half.
In the last four years the Bears
game of the 1977 season was the most have not even scored
a gOal against the Owls,
exciting, the Bears winning at 3·2. However, but. this year.
they destroY ed that jinx. With
this was not to be the case at Swenso n field about 90 seconds
left in the first half,
was
this year. The defense led by John Hibert, awarded a corner
kick. On one of the
Chris George, and Robbie Pearl played a pretties t crosses
of the year (by Jimmy
sterling first half which ended in a scoreles s Owens) and
a well placed header by Bill
tie. However, it Was the same story as many of
"Spiderman" Linquist, the Bears saw
the other games this year. The offense stalled
themselves tied at the half with the Owls by a
and consequ ently the defense fell apart. If it
score of 1·1. The second half opened and the
was not for the efforts of goalie Mark
Bears were not about to quit. Howeve r in a
Dufresn e, who made several outstand ing
span of 15 minutes, WSC was allowed three
saves, the score would have been much
penalty shots-- one of which was a
higher than 4-0.
.
questionable cali by the referee. Westfield
In the Bears next game th~ traveled to made good
on the first and third shots and
Fitchbu rg to take on this much imDroved led,3-1.
state college team. It was a case of too little,
Mark Dufresn e, who played his best game
too late as FSC took advanta ge of some early of the year
in goal achieve d the ultimate thrill
fundamental mistakes and led 3-0 at the half. for a goaltend
er as he stopped the second
The Bears came out to play in the second penalty shot with a diving save to his right.
The third goal for Westfield State deflated
half and scored two goals both by Joe Lupica
on assists by Jim Owens. However they came the· Bears as they really did play well.
late in the game and weren't enough to win as Westfield added another tally late in the game
to go on for a 4-1 win. Howeve r the game, due
time expired.
Much criticism has been put on the voung to the penalty shots, was much closer than
Bear defense, howeve r it was the offense,not the score indicated.
On the long"bus ride home from Westfield,
the defense, that blew the next game against
Framingham State College. The Bears the annual Freshm en Follies was held. This
outshot the Rams by a 2075 margin but could year's winner was Phil Petit· who. with an
not find the net. The Rams only goal came on awesom e display. of joke telling (and his
a breakaway that goalie Mark Dufresne had version of the.BSC fight song) won.eas ily.
no chance
whatsoever--so the Bears lost a Howeve r honorab le mention must go to Scott
McCart hy and Chuck Efreimatis and they
heartbre aker by a score of 1·0,
The defense played weD controlling the ball know ".egg-zactly'" why!
(cant. pa~ 11)

sse

Jackson to dive the ball right past the goalie.
From then on it was a close game, until the
last two minutes. At that time Dartmo uth
scored off a corner shot. With two minutes
left in the game, BSC never gave up, but just
ran out of time. Dartmo uth won, crushin g the
1978 SSC Field Hockey team's chances of
advanci ng to the Nationa ls.
Including the tournam ent games, this
year's team finished with a 10-3-1 record the
best SSC has seen in a long time. Earning the
7th seed position out of the entire Northea st
Region is quite an accomp lishmen t and a feat
that the entire team and college should be
proud of.

PUSH - INS: Congra ts to Deb, Jack and
Moans for scoring their first goals ... and to
Leese for being high scorer... Red socks
(we're not supersti tious are we?) ... Hellow ...
There was a wittle birdie ... Just a social
gatherin g (ha, ha) Laugh, tell a few jokes, suck
a few cokes ... and dance, dance, dance!!

Buel ow Scor es Lone TD

Cu rry St op s 8S e, 24 -7

By Craig Kern

For three and a half quarter s of football at
Curry College in Milton, it looked like the
Bridgew ater Bears were still in a ball game.
They had been outplay ed by the opposin g
club but there was the scorebo ard·-and it
read Curry 10, Bridgew ater 7.
But then a Bridgew ater drive to the Curry
3S·yard line stalled· ·rather it stalled and then
shifted into, reverse. First there came an
offside penalty. then a quarter back sack and
then, to top it off, a bad center snap to the
punter and suddenl y Bridgew ater was
withol,lt a football and Curry had it on the
Bear 48-yard line.
Just like that the momen tum swung like a
tidal wave and Curry swept in for a score by
running back Dave Christo pher (who set a
school rushing mark with 204 yards).
Sudden ly the game was gone, and a' final
reverse by John Scollins for a touchdo wn late
in the quarter buried BSe.
"That was the turning point,'" agreed Head
Coach Pete Mazzaf erro. ":We were in the ball
game with ten minutes remaining and then we
made the mistake s that hurt us ... and we've
been making too many mistake s lately.
Curry had scored first in the opening
stanza behind -the passing and running ability
If

of the New England Footbal l Confere nce's
best quarter back, Bill Rumley. Rumley went
over himself for the opening score before
John Carlson hit on a field goal to give Curry a
10-0 lead.
The Bears closed the margin to three in the
second quarter as Gary Buelow intercep ted
his fifth pass of the season and ran it in for a
26-yard touchdo wn.
But Curry cranked it up in the second half
and added to their final total of 335-yar ds total
offense on the day (the Bears had 162). The
fourth quarter scores were the back-br eakers
for the Bears.
Bridgew ater, howeve r, did have several
bright spots. Mazzaf erro had high praise for
the continu ed excellen t work of the defensiv e
seconda ry and for the good running displayed
by Al Colarus so (93-yards).
"The big problem , pointed out the
Bridgew ater Head Coach, "'was that we didn't
stop Christo pher and we couldn' t put the ball
over the goal line. again, once we got inside
the 35-yard line... Curry also shut Scott
(Armstr ong) off and our passing attack was
weak .. That hurt us ... Colarus so was the only
offensive weapon..we really had."
For Bridgew ater, inconsis tency was the
story ?:\gain. They'U try "to put it togethe r this
coming Saturda y when they face the Boston
State at Swenso n Field beginning at 1:30 p.m.
N

0"

Volleyball D ro ps Tw o

The SSC volleyball team continued their
plumme t losing 7"15,15-11,15·8,7-15,2-15 to
URI. and then hit the"pits" bowing to SMU 8.15~ 10-15, 13-15. URI. last year's New England
Collewate Champs and a sure bet to repeat
that title, were tested to the maximum by a
gutty Bridgewater State College six.· Losing
the first game, the Bears fought back winning
the next two,gamlC:!3 causing URI to.re·gro up
to pull out the match in their favor. The highly
favored URI .team were stymied. time after
time by .the hard hitting of Eileen Buckley,
Robyn. Bederian; Lea Beattie, and Cathy
Spillane, ·and the accurat e setting of captain·
Jane Urbanski and Robin .Gautreau; In the
last game, irreplaceable Jane Urbanski was
,.decked" bya hard driven spike dislocating
her jaw. Her absence spelled an easy win for
URI. This loss was no shame to the Bears who
battled valiantly against a national power.
The loss to SMU was a different story. With
Jane Urbansk i out and Lea Beattie down with

the flu, Coach Perley Gates was Jeft with a
starting line-up that included thrtle freshme n
and one sophom ore. The total inexper ience
was too much to handle against an SMU team
that played strictly defense· waiting for Bear
mistakes. Freshm en Carlene. Schavo ne and
RoseBe rtuccipe rfor'me d well in their starting
roles but could not make up forthe loss of the
ailing veterans.
SsC travels to Worces ter Polytechnical
Institute Saturda y, Nov. 11, for the Mass.
State .Volleyball. Champi onships starting at
9:00 a.m.
The Jayvees won two matche sdowni ngU.
of Mass., Boston 15~6, 15-6, 15-1, and slipping
bySMl l 14-16, 15-11, lS~2. Super serving by
captain '$ilvia Escoto led to·· easy points
against an inexperienced UMass six while an
all around team effort provide d· a come
behind win over SMU.

Back Row: Coac h Perly Gate s, Kim Lind gren , Eilee n·
Buck ley, Carl een Fran cis. Roby n Berk eria n,Le a
Beat tie, Mau reen Raym ond. Fron t Row: Robi n
Baut reau , Jane Urba nski, Mar y·De Lore y, Rose
Bert ucci , Cath y Spill ane.
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Tennis Season Closes

Plymouth State Writes $567 Check
to Cover Football Thefts

The B.S.C. Varsity Tennis contingent
closed out their 1978 faU campaign with a fine
7-1 record (good for second place in the Mass.
State Conferece). The Bears, under the
guidance of coach Dr. Mogilnicki, were
bolstered by the addition of freshman Steve
Powers. Bruce Ogilvie, and Tim Sypher,
along With newcomers Rick Nylen, Steve
Smith, Joe Mellino, Jeff Ciciora, and Oan
Damish (transfer from Dean Jr.) Veterans
Joe McDermott, Glen Guenard (co-captain)
and Doug Mildram (co-captain) rounded out
this seasons squad.
The netmen will a tough assignment in the
spring when they try to better their 7·1 mark
against a host of tough schools. (Lowell,
SMU,and Salem) However, with everyone
back and with a positive attitude the outlook
is good.

Final
Singles
Steve Powers (1) 4-4, Doug Mildram (2) 6-2,
Joe McDermott (3-4) 5-3, Glen Guenard
(3,5,6,) '7-1, Bruce Ogilvie (4-5) 5-2, Rick
Nylen (6) 4-2, Dan Danish (4-5) 2-1,
Doubles
Powers-Danish (1) 2-2, McDermott-Ogilvie
(2) 4·1. Mildram-Guenard (3) 3-1, Smitheiciora (3) 0-1, Dalton-Parker (2) 0-1, MillinoSypher (1) 0-1, Ogilvie-Sypher (1) 0-1,
Guenard-Dion (2) 1-0, Danish-Mellino (3) 1-0,
Dani&h·Nylen (1) 0-1, Nylen-Sypher (3) 1-0,
Mildram-Sypher{l) 0-1, Dion·Smith (2) 0-1

Glenn Guenard
Mass State Conference
Final Standings
Cont.
Salem
7-0
BRIDGEWATER 6·1
North Adams
5-2
Fitchburg
4-3
Framingham
3·4
Worcester
2-5
Westfield,·
1.,6
Mass Maritime
0-7

Overall
8-2
7·1
6-3
5-4
5·5
4·7
1·7
()'7

Head Football Coach, Pete Mazzaferro
announced yesterday that the President of
Plymouth State CoUege has sent Bridgewater
a check totaling $567 to cover losses' of
personal property that the team sustained
during an October 21 game versus that
school.
During the course of the contest,
Mazzaferro told the Comment, between 600
and 1,000 dollars worth of property was
stolen hom rifled lockers in the Bridgewater
dressing'room at Plymouth State while the
Bears were engaged in a game versus the
Panthers.
Several ballplayers and coaches had cash,
jewelry and clothing taken in that incident and
Coac.h Mazzaferro sent off a ietter - to
Plymouth State Cone~ President, Kasper C.
Marking concerning the unfortunate
circumstances.
President Marking responded promptly
with a check and his regrets over the matter.
The following is the text of Marking's N9v.
7 letter to Head Coach Mazzaferro:
Dear Coach Mazzaferro:
Thank you for your letter of October 23
concerning the unfortunate incident
occurring during our football game with
Bridgewater State on October 21. Please'

Season Highlights
54 Victory over University of Maine...
Strong performance of Stever Powers (semifinals A), Glenn Guenard (semi· finals B) and
McDermott·Ogilvie (B Doubles finalists) at
the M.A.S.C.A.C. Tournament held at
Framingham State.... Dedication of Tennis
Courts to Dr. Henry Rosen (during
Homecoming Weekenc) .... 5 match winning
streak to start the season.... Alumni match
held during Homecoming;
The team would like to thank all those who
watched, , their " hqme matches"gpd Clls~
extend a sincere thank-you to trainers Greg

SPORTS SHORTS
Whitney Memorium
It is tragic when anyone must die. It seems,
however) most senseless and ,hustrating
when that person must pass away with youth
on his side and so much to look forward to.
Dave Whitney, a quarterback for Nichols
college, died tragically Saturday night when
the car in which he was riding hit a tree near
the Nichols campus. Whitney was having a
fine year in the New England Football
Conference. His athletic ability had pl~ced
him second among all quarterbacks in the
conference and just last week the' Nichols
sophomore had passed for 162-yards to lead
his team over Plymouth State and clinch a
share of the league title for his ballclub.
Bridgewater got a chance to face Nichols
on Homecoming Day-·and those who
watched the game will remember the man
who quarterbacked that ballclub to a win over
the Bears.
1t was a shock when I found out Sunday,"
said Mike Shaver who plays with the Bear
footbaUtearn. S,~C\verllad,known Whitney
since, !henfthgrade'andPoth ~ttended, St.
Bernar&s.ih Fit¢tlbutg. 'Dave.was well liked
by everybody who knew him," Sha ver said.
"He was a qreat athlete in everything-he did,

(cont. from page 10)

The team, after getting home late from the .
on Fridav night,
Westfield game which
had to face Roger Williams the next moming
at 10:00. Not appearing to have any ill-affects
or signs of tiredness, the Bears won easily 7-1.
Jimmy Owens led the attack with 2 goals and
3 assists followed by Joe Lupica who had 4
goals. Ed "'Moss'" Ames who has seen limited
action this year with a nice header on a pass
from Owens. The Bears only led 2-1 at the
half, but the game was really never in doubt as
Roger WilJiams has suffered many big injuries
this year and was shaky on defense.
The Bears last home game of the year
against New England College was marred by
poor officiating. The referees never were in
control of the game and refusea to make calls
unleSs'it was absoJutely necessary. 'This hurt
the Bears who had more skill, because NEe,
a very physical team. outmuscled the Bears
and held on to win 2-1. The Bears lone goal
was scored by Jim Owens who raced down
left wing and took a shot which deflected off a·
NEC defender.

WBIM To Broadcast
BSC-BS

....-

--..

Nothing has surfaced here with respect to
the thefts. We have had both our own
security officers and the Town police working
on it, but whoever managed' the business
seemed to have done a pret!:.; good jo ) of it.
Obviously, if we get any kind of line at all on
the stolen property, we will be in touch with
you.
We are ashamed by the event. Please
express our sincerest regards to the
members of the football team. Sincerely,
Kast>€r C. Marking, President.

Soccer In Slump

he was a great competitor who loved to play
and he was a good friend... what else can I
say?'"
Whitney's death was the final straw in a
double tragedy for the Nichols ballclub. Just
four days earlier, offensive guard Bob
McCarthy was killed in a similar auto accident
near the campus. Monday the team
announced they will, cancel their remaining
schedule and call it a season.
The Comment joins the Bear football club
in extending their sympathiss to the families
in extending their sympathies to the families
of Bob McCarthy and Dave Whitney·· and to
the ~ntire Nichols team.

This Saturday, November 11, WBIM will
broadcast the Bridgewater State-Boston
State football game live from Swenson Field.
The action begins with Frank Kerr and the
pr~game show starting atl: 15. John Davis
and Gene Manning will broadcast the game
beginning, at 1:25. Be sure to listen for the final
football contest of the year-- on WBIM, '91.5
FM.

know that everyone here concurs with your
feeling of outrage and sorrow that the whole
matter would have occured_
Enclosed is a check for $567 which
represents the total of the inventory of the
losses you detailed in your letter..of October
23. You will be interested to know that our
Student Senate fully approved my sending
this check. Indeed, it comes from a fund
provided to the President of the college by the
students. I realize that this check cannot
possibly cover the real loss involved. Some of
the items, I am sure. have sentimental value
that one cannot place a price tag on.
However, we have tried to respond as
honestly as we can,

was

In Jast Saturday's game versus Curry
CoHege, Don Mattewson posted a shutout as
the Bears won 5-0. The Bears cutshot Curry
by a 25-5 margin and dominated the game
except for the early going. Sparked by Peter
Hesbeth's two goals the Bears put immense
pressure on the Curry netminder. Joe
01ialloran and Jim Owens added two more
goals and John Hibert converted a penalty
shot to round out the scoring; For Hibert it
was a real thrill to score a goal because
playing fullback, he is usually trying to prevent
goals instead of scoring them. Along with
starters Dave Morrow, Scott McCarthy(who
played an excellent game), and Mike Hill; Dan
Elliot, Phil Petit, Craig Mott, Ames, Steve
Kontakos and Frank Comparado also saw
action.
DUE! to asevere1ypuUed neck muscle
sustained in the Framingham game, Tom
Connors has been lost for the rest of the
season. His aggressive play will surely be
missed by the Bears.

Comment DumpsWBIM, 18-6
When the stakes are this high··the long
suppressed athletic prowess of those who
talk into microphones or sit in front of
typewriters is bound to come forth.
So it was this past Sunday when a case of
beer was on the line and provided the
incentive for the big touch football game
between WBIM and the Comment.
Both teams fielded strong clubs for the big
. clash·-and the early noel was in favor of the
WBIM team. Odds makers gave the goldenthroats a solid one touchdown edge for this
fall c1assic·-but the oddsmakers were forced
to eat their scorecards.
Led by the cannon arm and twinkly-toes of
Mike Eunice. the Comment rolled oVer the
radio c! station'-pulling the plug for a 18-6
shellacking.
It was a high intensity game, 'full of emotion
and intrigue. WBIM went out in front early
when '"Wick'" Wickersham stepped in front of
an errant Comment toss and bolted 40 vards
for the score.
But the Comment roared back, led by such
stalwarts· as Joe McDonald, Jim, Calnan,
Karen
Bob Cote, Joe

Downey and Joan Thibeault. There may haVE
been others, btlt I can't remember.
Then there was WBIM, the losing ballc1ub.
Led by such outstanding radio personalities
as Robin Pearl, Doug Schorr, Gene Manning,
Andrea Richard and Rick Odess. There ma~
have been others but then again, who car
remember.
And
it carne down to the wire. ThE
Comment rolling up yardage and scoring thE
next three times. The game would finally end
with everyone yelling at everyone else and
several ballplayers walking out of the stadium.
Said a disgusted Andrea Richard, '"Nobod~
would throw me the ball.'"
It was, perhaps, a fitting end to 'e
controversial and crucial contest.
The case of beer .remains disputed.

so

Hockey Game Sat.
This coming Saturday. Nov. 11
th
Bridgewater State hockey team will take, Ol
the Alumni in a 6 p.m. contest at the Hinghar
Hockey Arena in Hingham.
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First lesson:
Bonded Bourbon is so
unique that it took an
act of Congress (in 1897)
to establish t h e ' ;.,.~~~~;t~~~;:~~
standards for
~
~::::::;;=
Old Grand-Dad
and other Bonded
whiskeys.

100 is perfect.
Bonded Bourbon
must be 100 proof.
No more. No less.

Final exam.
You need only one
sip to recognize
the clearly superior
quality and taste of
Old Grand-Dad.
"·"··'·''''''',w.-."."••.
Cheers!

Old Grand-D~d:>:
Bonded is authentic
Kentucky sour-mash
Bourbon, made with
pure Hmestone water,
the finest grains,
and aged in new
charred-oak barrels .
. Only Bonded
whiskeys have a green
tax stamp. It's your guarantee that the whiskey is
at least four years old.
Old Grand-Dad Bonded is
always aged longer.
.
Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey. 100 proof.
Bottled in Bond. Old Grand-Dad Distillery Co., Frankfort, Ky. 40601.

